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Objectives and overview

The idea of a total chemical analysis system (TAS) [Wid83] describes a
system capable of carry out sampling, sample transport, any necessary
chemical reaction and detection in an automatic way. Due to the reduc-
tion in cost and size of integrated electronic circuits as well as the improve-
ment of microfabrication technologies, the micro total analysis system (µ-
TAS) [MGW90], also known as Lab on a chip (LOC) [HMF+92], emerged
in early 90s. Lab on a Chip was originally conceived as a micrometer-
scale analysis system with all the required steps for a complete chem-
ical analysis. Nevertheless, micrometric scale also has drawbacks that
have to be solved, e.g., within laminar flow, mixing is limited to diffu-
sion mechanism, with mixing time increasing exponentially with distance.
Hence, micrometric scales [KVBA98] and imaginative mixing solutions
[GJM+99, LSL+12, FSGHL05, BP08] are essential to obtain reasonable
mixing times. Besides this setback, LOC systems have certain unique
features such as, sample volume reduction, laminar flow working regime
and much larger surface/volume ratio than macroscopic scale.

Due to their unique features LOC is a promising system in fields like
clinical diagnosis [NHM+14], pharmaceutical industry [NGL+12], environ-
mental [JZL+11] and biological analysis [YCCF10]. Several interrogation
mechanisms have been integrated in LOC systems for sample analysis and
among them, the most used are electrochemical and optical.

Electrochemical interrogation is compatible with microfabrication tech-
nologies but generally requires electroactive samples and is difusion-limited.
On the other hand, light may provide bulk or surface analysis, it is non-
invasive and is immune to electromagnetic interferences. Furthermore,
light offers different parameters e.g., refractive index, wavelength, po-
larization, etc, that could be analysed depending on the final applica-
tion and also allows multiplexing capabilities e.g., analyse multiple wave-
lengths simultaneously. As a result, optical interrogation mechanisms are
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widely used in (bio)chemical analysis techniques such as, enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [YB60], based on absorbance, or poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) [MEA+87], based on fluorescence detection.

Besides these advantages, integration of optical elements within a pho-
tonic lab on a chip (Ph-LOC) is not straightforward due to the required
high quality surface which, often requires hybrid or non-standard fabri-
cation technologies, increasing complexity and cost of the final Ph-LOC.

Gai et al. [GLY11] divide Ph-LOC in two main groups: (i) free-space
(off-chip) interrogation mechanism, in which the optical elements are ex-
ternal e.g., microscopes, CCD cameras, etc. and (ii) optofluidic (inside-
chip) interrogation mechanism, where the optical elements are integrated
on the Ph-LOC.

Free-space Ph-LOC still require bench-top equipments to perform
some of the required steps of a complete analysis, limiting some of the
main advantages of LOC, e.g., disposable and highly integrated systems.
On the other hand, optofluidic systems do not require the use of bench-
top equipments, with reduction of size and cost. Hence, optofluidic sys-
tems are a good candidate for a highly integrated, disposable, low-cost,
portable and flexible LOC.

The main objective of this thesis is the integration, monolithically and
though modules, of simple and low-cost optical and fluidic elements for
production of highly-integrated, disposable, and flexible optofluidic sys-
tems. In order to do so, a basic set of elements, e.g., microchannels, lenses
and optical filters, are designed and simulated. Afterwards, we develop
the required technologies for optofluidic elements fabrication. Optofluidic
elements are individually characterized and then integrated in different
optofluidic systems, demonstrating their usefulness in (bio)chemical ap-
plications.

In order to tackle this main objective, the concrete objectives are
defined as follows:

1. Development and optimization of soft-lithography based [XW98]
microfabrication techniques to manufacture different optofluidic el-
ements and systems. Microfabrication techniques should provide
smooth surfaces to guarantee optimal optical performance as well
as low-cost to ensure disposable final elements, as outlined in Chap-
ter 3.

2. Design, optimization, fabrication and characterization of a set of
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basic optofluidic elements such as lenses, mirrors, beam splitters, fil-
ters and emitters, that will be either monolithically integrated in an
optofluidic system, or heterogeneously in a modular system. Each
of these elements have to be fabricated using the same technology
in order to ensure integrability in more complex systems without
either increasing fabrication requirements complexity or requiring
major modifications, as detailed in Chapter 4.

3. Next objective, detailed in Chapter 5, is the integration of the pre-
viously developed elements in a jigsaw shaped modular optofluidic
system that allows an easy and fast way to assemble optofluidic sys-
tems on demand. This modular configuration aims to provide extra
flexibility to LOC in order to allow in-field system reconfiguration
for in situ measurements. The modules are tested individually and
assembled together in a modular system.

4. Chapter 6 objective consists of the design, fabrication and charac-
terization of a monolithically integrated optofluidic system capable
of generating monodisperse microdroplets [TMQ02] and its optical
detection and screening. Such a system uses the previously designed
optical elements as well as a droplet generation element developed
by Professor Andersson-Svahn. This system will reduce the volume
and cost of the previous readout equipment, i.e., inverted micro-
scope, photo multiplier tube (PMT) and laser source. Moreover,
this optofluidic system has been the first to detect droplet inner
medium in real time.

5. Finally, the goal of Chapter 7 is the design, fabrication and charac-
terization of a fluidically controlled optical router (FCOR) to over-
take the state of the art in integrated routers for LOC applications.
In order to do so, the concept of phaseguides [VMA+06] is used to
provide a dual element, i.e., an element with a fluidic and optical
functionality, which is a passive valve that also acts as a mirror.
This configuration allows the redirection of light beams to differ-
ent optical outputs without need of any movable parts. FCOR is
used in a biological application for simultaneous glucose and lactate
detection using previously reported optofluidic systems [LDWB07]
in order to ensure its applicability and usefulness in more comple
optofluidic systems.
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1 | Introduction

This chapter is a review of the lab on a chip concept through main break-
through on the field, detailing the main features of lab on a chip systems
and the challenges yet to be solved.

1.1 Lab on a chip

Micro Total Analysis System (µ-TAS) or Lab on a chip (LOC) concept
was coined by Manz et al.[MGW90] as a micrometer-scale system capa-
ble to perform “sampling, transport, any necessary chemical reactions and
detection” in an automatic way and using only a fraction of the samples
and reagents volumes needed to do the same process in the macrometric
scale. Even though Manz was who proposed the concept, the first re-
ported lab on a chip was published by Terry et al. [TJA+79]. This first
LOC was a gas chromatographic air analyser.

The miniaturized gas chromatography had three basic roles, a sample

Figure 1.1: Cross section of miniature valve extracted from [TJA+79].
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Figure 1.2: Reported mixing process in a 2x2 array mixer at 16
Hz [PPF03].

injection system, i.e., a valve based on a solenoid-actuated diaphragm,
detailed in Figure 1.1, a separator column and finally, a thermal conduc-
tivity detector. That LOC was based on micromachining techniques in-
herited from integrated circuits (ICs) industry and, as such, was based on
silicon. Silicon and glass were the preferred materials in the early stages
of LOC systems due to the widespread equipments of ICs fabrication and
use of electrophoretic phenomena, where glass was the preferred material.
These technologies and materials facilitated the digital microfluidics or
electro wetting on dielectrics (EWOD) [Col90]. EWOD working principle
is based on the possibility to change the wetability of a surface applying
electric fields. With this technique droplets with characteristic size of less
than 1 mm are formed, moved and actuated. EWOD are programmable
devices, and then a basic chip design could be optimized and used in
many different applications. For instance, mixing could be improved by
simply spinning the droplet around a point or a circuit [PPF03], as it can
be seen in Figure 1.2.

Nonetheless, EWOD devices have severe drawbacks such as are not
disposable due to their fabrication cost, risk of (bio)chemical contamina-
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tion, take few seconds to mix a single droplet in a serial process and the
droplet analysis is not integrated on the chip. When silicon and glass
are used in flow microfluidics another difficulties arise. Silicon and glass
have complex bonding protocols for creating microchannels and generally
require expensive fabrication methods.

The solution appears on mid 90s when polymers started being used
as constituent material, and from that moment on polymers became the
preferred fabrication material for LOC systems. There are a myriad of
different polymers that encompass a wide range of prices and physico-
chemical properties providing great flexibility to design new LOC systems.
LOC systems exploit this flexibility to improve existing performance at
the macroscale [PB08] but, the most promising applications are the ones
that are only possible within microfluidic scale, few examples are detailed
below.

1. Chemical Synthesis:

Chemical synthesis in industrial environments is well studied. How-
ever, fast and exothermic reactions are usually slowed down to pre-
vent non desired side reactions. Use of microfluidics opens the novel
process window [Hes09]. Using flow chemistry synthesis there is
no need to slow down these exothermic reactions, increasing there-
fore the productivity. Furthermore, flow chemistry synthesis aided
with high temperature and pressure [HHL05] or explosive regime
[KWBC09], allow new chemical reaction pathways, e.g., solvent-free
synthesis of ionic liquids [RHL+07], difficult to obtain in macro-
scopic environments.

2. Diagnostic tools for developing world:

Size and cost reduction could also change diagnosis tools, with an
important impact in developing world. LOC systems for this appli-
cation should focus on three main features: (i) simple to operate
systems, (ii) disposable and (iii) low-cost mass production. Two
examples are:

ELISA, Chin et al. [CLC+11] reported a LOC system capable of
and ELISA-like assay for simultaneous detection of HIV and
syphilis using few µL of unprocessed blood without any exter-
nal pumping system. As detection method they used a Light
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emitting-diode (LED) and a photodetector incorporated into
an easy-to-use compact device [LCM+09]. An illustration of
the different characterization steps and biochemical reactions
in the detection regions can be seen in Figure 1.3. The cost
of the chip material is $0.10 and the detection device is $0.50
for the LED and $6.00 for the photodetector, which are used
multiple times.

Figure 1.3: Illustration of biochemical reactions in detection zones at
different immunoassay steps. The reduction of silver ions on gold
nanoparticle-conjugated antibodies yields signals that can be read with
low cost optics or examined by eye. [PPF03].

Paper-based LOC, Another promising example of an easy-to-use,
low cost µTAS is the microfluidic paper-based analytical de-
vices (µPADs) [MPC+08]. These devices use paper as sub-
strate and drive microfluidics via capillarity forces and hy-
drophobic patterned regions, avoiding the need of external mi-
crofluidic pumps. Moreover, paper can be easily destroyed,
e.g., burned, drastically reducing contamination risk. µPADs
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are becoming more sophisticated [OLF+10] and allow 2D [FLKY10]
and 3D [MPW08] networks. Using µPAD with 2D networks
a low cost, easy-to-use, multistep assay for malaria antigen
detection was recently reported.

3. Biomedical applications: Recent advances in microfluidics and LOC
systems are used in drug discovery and organ-on-a-chip technolo-
gies.

Drug discovery, Screening of chemical libraries for drug discov-
ery typically consist in the identification of promising com-
pounds. Then, these compounds are more carefully studied
in a dose-response analysis with few points, usually 10. Using
picolitre, high-throughput,automatic methods, i.e., monodis-
perse microdroplets, for screening of chemical libraries a 1000
times increase of screening points, 10000 per compound, is
achieved with an automatically generated gradient concentra-
tion. Moreover, this new drug screening technique reduces the
screening time per compound to 157 s and reagents consump-
tion to 17.5 µl[MEM+12], 18 times smaller than the macro-
scopic analogous.

Organ on a Chip another problem for biomedical and pharma-
ceutical industry is the in vivo testing of new drugs. Increasing
the hit rate of new drugs before moving to in vivo analysis will
reduce cost and time of drug discovery. In order to increase
the hit rate the so called organ-on-a-chip are starting to be
developed. Several approximations are already published for
different organs [HMM+10, TKL+12, JS10]. Using these chips
the animal testing phase may be reduced. Moreover, organ-
on-a-chip with the functionalities of a kidney may reduce the
dialysis equipments volume, becoming even portable devices
[SJA+11, KM12].

These examples show the possibilities of LOC systems and technolo-
gies. However, most of LOC systems are still published in engineering
journals, as can be seen in Figure 1.4. This phenomenon may be due
to the difficult of creating a LOC system from scratch. LOC complex-
ity is sufficient to deter most of biomedical researchers, and hence, the
developers of microfluidic systems are engineers with shallow knowledge
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Figure 1.4: Microfluidic publications in engineering, multidisciplinary and
biomedical journals.

on biomedical needs. Collaborations between these two groups should
increase, but meanwhile some approaches to create LOC systems on de-
mand are being developed.

Smartphones, Since smartphones ubiquity an interesting new approach
has appeared. Using smartphones as readout reduces, if not elimi-
nates, the need of bench-top equipments. Several LOC system for
smartphones readout have already been reported. Develop a soft-
ware to use the smartphone as a colorimetric sensor for already re-
ported LOC is common [YAL13, PLMY13, HC14]. However, other
groups develop a completely new LOC and use the smartphone to
process data and comunicate to the chip via bluetooth [JWC+14],
as it can be seen in Figure 1.5. This idea may be used to facilitate
and increase implanted sensors, for example for glucose screening in
diabetic patients.

Modular systems, in a modular system engineers design several mod-
ules with basic functionalities, e.g., microfluidic mixers, droplet gen-
erators, microbioreactors, etc., and then the biomedical researchers
plug the modules that they need to create personalized LOC systems
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Figure 1.5: Amperometric sensor controlled by an smartphone, image
from [JWC+14].

[IAMC02]. However, readout systems may be difficult to implement
in such configuration.

1.2 Materials

Development in microfluidics and LOC systems can hardly be understood
without a parallel improvement in fabrication technologies and building
materials. IC and Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) fabrication
technologies are mainly based on silicon and glass technologies and not
surprisingly, these two materials were the first ones used for implementing
microfluidics channels [TJA+79]. Nonetheless, being limited to only these
two technologies was a serious limitation for further development because
of fabrication and material prices. Rapidly new materials and technologies
arose, e.g., polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).

Nowadays, polymer materials and technologies are the most widely
used in LOC systems, as can be seen in Figure 1.6 where use of PDMS as
constituent material rapidly overcomes glass. Becker et al. [BG00] sum-
marize the main features of polymers as follows: (i) low cost material,
which is a key issue for many applications such as point of care (POC),
biological or (bio)chemical analysis, where a disposable chip reduces con-
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tamination risk; (ii) wide range of materials with different chemical and
physical properties; (iii)several fabrication technologies for many different
geometries, aspect ratios1 and purposes, for example, mass production or
rapid prototyping.
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Figure 1.6: Total number of published articles on the topic of microfluidic
build of SU-8, PDMS or Glass.

Nonetheless, each polymer is designed against an specific technology
considering its most significant properties, namely:

Glass transition temperature (τg) It is determined by the molecular
behaviour of the polymer chain. Below τg polymer behaves as a
solid, amorphous glass, while over τg materials becomes soft and
flexible.

Heat distortion temperature (HDT) Is an empirical parameter and
describes the maximum temperature for structural use of the ma-
terial.

1Aspect ratio is the ratio between height and width of the structure.
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Decomposition temperature (τd) At this temperature the polymeric
chains are broken and the polymer decomposes, changing then the
nature of the polymer itself.

As a function of τg, τd and mechanical behaviour, polymers can be
separated in three groups:

Thermosets, often called resins, start the cross-linking, also known as
curing, when they are heated or exposed to light. Once cured, the
thermosets are hard and rigid and can not be reshaped. In fact,
when a thermoset is heated up again it decompose or burn instead
of melting due to proximity between τg and τd. A typical example
is SU-8 photoresist.

SU-8 is a negative epoxy-photoresist and as such, SU-8’s long molec-
ular chains cross-link causing the solidification of the material when
it is exposed to UV light (λmax = 365 nm). SU-8 was first devel-
oped as protection mask for IC industries but due to its high aspect
ratio, once cured SU-8 acquires a high physical and chemical stabil-
ity achieving aspect ratios up to 20 [LCZ+04]. Nowadays is mainly
used in MEMS.

Thermoplastics materials present large temperature difference between
τg and τd, and can be reshaped simply heating them up again. Hot
embossing and injection moulding fabrication techniques use ther-
moplastics and will be explained later. Typical examples of ther-
moplastics are Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), Polycarbonate
(PC), Polypropylene (PP), Polystyrene (PS), Polyethylene tereph-
thalate (PE), Polyether ether ketone (PEEK), Polyimide (PI), Cyclic
Olefin Polymer (COP) and Cyclic Olefin Copolymer (COC).

Elastomers are polymers with an elastic elongation of at least 200%.
Their molecular chains do not show chemical but physical interac-
tions. For this reason elastomers are mixed with a curing agent
that creates 3D chemical bonds. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is
one of the most used elastomers in academia and rapid prototyping
processes.

In table 1.1 the most used polymers with their main physical proper-
ties are detailed. As it can be seen, polymers offer a great range of τg,
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from -213 to 410◦C, and HDT, from 70 to 400◦C. Nonetheless, it is dif-
ficult to obtain polymers with RI lower than 1.4. In fact, the theoretical
lower refractive index (RI) limit of a polymer is 1.29 [GZ91], only achieved
using “construction plans” for low index polymers. Then, is difficult to
work with polymers with a RI lower than water, avoiding use of water or
culture medium as waveguide.

Table 1.1: Most used polymers with their main physical properties

Name Density (g/cm3) τg (◦C) HDT (◦C) RI

PMMA 1.19 110 90 1.492
PC 1.19 - 1.24 148 125 1.58 - 1.6
PP 0.9 0 - 10 100 - 110 1.49
PS 0.9 - 1.24 100 70 1.59

PE (LD/HD) 0.91 LD - 0.967 HD 110 - 140 80 - 100 1.51 LD
COC 1.02 78 170 1.53
COP 1.01 138 140 1.525

PEEK 1.3 143 250 -
PDMS 1.03 -120 200 1.42
SU-8 1.19 210 - 1.58
PI 1.42 360 - 410 400 1.7

1.3 Photolithography

Photolithography is the basic process of IC fabrication industry and it
is based on two main steps. Firstly, a photoresist is spinned over the
wafer. Then, it is exposed to light under a Cr/glass mask that blocks
the light under Cr regions. With negative photoresists, ultraviolet (UV)
exposure cross-link the resist and harden it while in positive one the UV
light degrades the resist and soften the material. Soft regions are elim-
inated simply developing the photoresist with specific chemical reagent.
At this point the photolithographic process is ended. After that, the de-
sired process over the wafer, e.g., etching, implantation, metallization,
etc. is applied. The regions of the wafer without photoresist are exposed
to the process and then modified, while the shielded regions remain un-
altered. Repeating these basic steps the substrate is modified in complex
multilayer chip.
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However, photolithography is a wavelength-dependent process, ham-
pering resolutions below diffraction limit, and it has limited tolerance to
nonplanar topography. Even though there are ways to overcome these
drawbacks, e.g., phase-shifting masks [LVS82], X-ray [AM89], Electron-
beam [Hei73], Ion-beam [BVW81] and Scanning probe [MS96] lithogra-
phies among others, these alternatives are expensive, do not allow 3D
structures and some of them are serial process. Holographic lithogra-
phy [BD90] and stereolithography [IH93] offer alternatives to create 3D
structures but technological requirements are substantially stronger than
standard photolithography.

1.4 Non-UV Fabrication Technologies

Several fabrication techniques are available to shape polymers and an
overview of them i.e., hot embossing, injection moulding, laser micro-
machining and soft-lithography [XW98], is detailed below. In order to
provide a clear view of differences between the fabrication techniques, the
main properties are compared in table 1.2. As it can be seen, contact
methods are the ones with best resolution and also these that provide
parallel process. On the other hand, the need of a master limits the
possible geometries.

Table 1.2: Polymer microfabrication technologies

Master
Technology Durability Price Resolution Production

Hot embossing +++ eee ∼ 10 nm Parallel process
Injection Moulding +++ eee ∼ 10 nm Parallel process

Laser Micromachining Maskless ∼ 100 nm Serial process
Soft-lithography ++ e ∼ 10 nm Parallel process

Hot embossing and injection moulding are the most used fabrication
techniques for mass production. Both of them are restricted to thermo-
plastic materials and their working principle is based on heating the ther-
moplastic over its τg and reshape it by applying pressure. Hot embossing
generally uses and hydraulic press with a couple of heaters in each side
to increase the temperature of the thermoplastic. An schematic example
can be seen in Figure 1.7. Contrary, injection moulding usually use ther-
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moplastic granules transported through a heater until the material melts
and is injected into the mould cavity.

Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of a hot embossing process

Hence, masters should withstand high pressures and temperatures
over many repetitions. The master cannot has undercuts and also, an
antiadherent layer over it is desirable in order to facilitate the posterior
replica demoulding. Masters used in hot embossing and injection mould-
ing typically are fabricated via lithography, electroplating and moulding
process (LIGA), usually with X-ray lithography, in order to obtain a final
metallic master. These masters are expensive but allow a parallel process
reducing the overall cost of the final devices when used in mass pro-
duction. In other words, these fabrication techniques can achieve good
production costs for mass production, but are extremely expensive for
rapid prototyping. However, is good to keep in mind the fabrication lim-
itations of mass production technologies, i.e., no flanges, to ease the step
when moving from prototypes to larger production quantities.

Laser micromachining is a maskless technology and can pattern most
of polymers, glass or silicon in 3D structures. Moreover, this fabrication
technique could be used to micromachine either the final device (in a
serial process) or a master for a posterior, parallel process. However,
it is a serial process with typical scan speed below 1 mm/s[SWT+06]
and the fabrication of a single device could take from minutes to days,
depending on the total dimensions as well as the resolution. Additionally,
laser micromachining usually increase surface roughness, complicating the
integration of optical structures on the final device, and can even change
surface chemistry and surface charge [JRGL01, PTC+02].

Soft-lithography, which is the most published fabrication technique
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for LOC systems, needs a master but, contrary to previously detailed
methods, the master is not exposed to high pressures or temperatures,
simplifying the production and reducing the costs. Moreover, the master
can be build using photolithography, in a very short period (∼ 1 day)
and with both, low roughness and high aspect ratios. Furthermore, the
master withstand several replica process (depending on master and replica
materials) and the replicas can be done in less than 20 min. The replica is
usually made with elastomeric materials and three dimensional structures
can be achieved defining several layers [CHC+10].

1.4.1 Soft-lithography

Fabrication of polymer-based LOC systems started with SU-8. In 1995
Lee et al. [LLR+95] reported the first exhaustive study of SU-8 properties
to use it as constituent material for MEMS due to its high aspect ratios
(> 20) [LCZ+04].

While the microfabrication of ICs is based on standard photolithog-
raphy and several photoresist are used, in fabrication of polymer LOC
systems SU-8 is practically the only photoresist used. This circumstance
is due to SU-8 properties: photosensitivity, biocompatibility [NMB+13],
transparency in the UV-NIR range [PB09] and mechanical properties
[LDF+97].

On 1998, Xia et al. [XW98] changed the fabrication technology report-
ing a series of fabrication techniques, i.e., microcontact printing (µCP)
[KW93], replica moulding [XKZ+96], microtransfer moulding (µTM)
[ZX96], micromoulding in capillaries (MIMIC)[KXW95], solvent-assisted
micromoulding (SAMIM) [KXZW97], phase-shift photolithography
[RPJW97] and cast moulding [TMB+96], with common features: Inex-
pensive, no need of photosensible materials and allow replication size
much smaller than optical diffraction limit. Rapidly this strategy, called
soft-lithography, became the predominant in fabrication of LOC systems.

Soft-lithography techniques are optimized to use elastomeric materials
instead of thermoplastics avoiding heat and pressure treatment and then
reducing the master requirements. From all polymers, PDMS arises as
the most used one principally for its physico-chemical properties and low-
cost. PDMS consist of a base elastomer and a curing agent that has to be
mixed to obtain the final polymer. It is transparent in the whole visible
spectrum [CNKH08], it is permeable to gases [LES96, DM98, WLX+06],
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hydrophobic and biocompatible [LSF04, NTC+09], and thus, is a per-
fect candidate for LOC devices and specially for biological applications
e.g., cell cultures. Since then, LOC systems and microfluidic platforms
have become an important research topic with several specialized journals
edited, e.g., Lab on a Chip.

1.5 Detection mechanisms

From the beginning of LOC systems, miniaturization of detection mech-
anisms are one of the main stumbling blocks to solve. Although ana-
lyte transportation and handling are miniaturized with great efficiency,
it is not the case for the vast majority of detection mechanisms. Among
chemical sensors, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC) differentiate 7 kinds depending on the operation principle of the
transducer [HGI91]: Optical, electrochemical, electrical, mass sensitive,
thermometric and others.

Over these transduction mechanisms two of them, electrochemical and
optical, are the most used in LOC applications.

Electrochemical detection is defined by the IUPAC as [MW06]:

“A method in which either current or potential is measured during an
electrochemical reaction. The gas or liquid containing the trace impurity
to be analysed is sent through an electrochemical cell containing a liquid
or solid electrolyte and in which an electrochemical reaction specific to
the impurity takes place”.

Electrochemical detection could be divided in three main branches,

Potentiometry A detection method in which the potential of a cell is
related to the concentration (activity) of a reactant which is a com-
ponent of the cell fluid.

Amperometry A detection method in which the current is related to
the concentration of the species generating the current.

Coulometry A detection method in which the current is directly propor-
tional to the flow rate of the substance involved in the electrochem-
ical reaction, and the amount of charge which flows is proportional
to the amount of substances taking part in the reaction.
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There is a group of features common on the three main branches.
Among them, some are very interesting for LOC e.g., electrochemical
detection is highly integrable, has fast response times and high sensitivity,
but some of the features are drawbacks to avoid e.g., electrochemical
detection depends on the electrode area, the sample generally needs to
be electrochemically active, requires electrodes (usually metallics) and
is limited to interface detection. These restrains limits electrochemical
detection applicability in LOC.

On the other hand, optical detection offers faster response, is non-
invasive, may detect either in surface or in bulk depending on the method
and does not require electroactive analytes. Moreover, optical sensors
can use several optical properties as tranduction mechanism in chemical
sensors [HGI91]:

absorbance, measured in a transparent medium (material that allows
light to pass though without being scattered), caused by the ab-
sorptivity of the analyte itself or by a reaction with some suitable
indicator.

reflectance is measured in non-transparent media, usually using an im-
mobilized indicator.

luminescence, based on the measurement of the intensity of light emit-
ted by a chemical reaction in the receptor system.

fluorescence, measured as the emission effect caused by irradiation.
Also, selective quenching of fluorescence may be the basis of such
devices.

refractive index, measured as the result of a change in solution compo-
sition. This may also include the surface plasmon resonance effect.

optothermal effect, based on a measurement of the thermal effect caused
by light absorption.

light scattering, based on effects caused by particles of definite size
present in the sample.

In (bio)chemical applications at the macroscale, the most used meth-
ods are fluorescence, specially used in biology, and absorbance mostly
used in chemical analysis.
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However, albeit many Ph-LOCs have been reported, usually bulky
optical equipments, such as microscopes, are used. While it is true that
some macroscopic optical components such as lenses [QHW+10] or fil-
ters [BA11] have been miniaturized without any design changes, the tech-
nologies used to build and integrate these reduced optical elements in LOC
are expensive and time consuming due to the non-automatized, precise
alignment work needed, increasing the final cost of the chip and hence
limiting its use as disposable system for in situ (bio)chemical analysis.

Figure 1.8: schematic representation of an L2 waveguide using 3-
dimensional hydrodynamic flow focusing [TB12].

In order to maximize the integration and miniaturization of optical
components, a complete redesign of the optical elements is often desirable.
Optofluidic systems integrates these modified optical elements and often
changes the fluidic parts of LOCs to play an optical role within the device.
For instance;

• Liquid-core liquid-cladding (L2) waveguides, where the hydrodi-
namic focusing of two liquids with different refractive index is used
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to produce the waveguide [TB12]. In Figure 1.8 a 3D flow focusing
of a high refractive index liquid is used to create an L2 waveguide.

• Tunable lasers, where the elastic properties of PDMS are exploited
to change the size of the laser cavity increasing or decreasing the
pressure [SP10].

• Optical filters, where anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide (AR-
ROW) is used to demultiplex excitation and emission wavelengths
[MPC+11].

• Tunable lenses, that uses several different mechanism [DABJ06,
LL07, Ngu10] to control shape of the lenses.

• Fabry-Perot interferometer, based on the change of the polymer size
due to sample absorption [SGMS+13].

• Mach-Zehnder interferometer, where ARROW configurations are
exploited [THS+10].

• Optical switches, where L2 waveguide thickness is modified to steer
the light to a concrete output optical channel [SLL09].

• Optical routers, where air bubbles are thermically created to act as
air mirrors have been reported using fluids to play an active role on
the optical performance [Fou00].

However, most of the optofluidic devices do not integrate a complete
set of optical elements i.e. waveguides, lenses, filters, light sources, etc.,
due to the specific and non-standard technologies used in the fabrication
of each one of the single optical elements, impeding the integration of
several of them in a single LOC.

Therefore, the challenge to build a complete, low-cost, disposable,
highly-integrated and highly-sensitive optofluidic device for (bio)chemical
analysis still remains and will be addresses in this Thesis.
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In this chapter, an explanation of the theoretical background about optics,
fluidic and mathematical analysis relevant for this thesis is detailed.

2.1 Optics

In this section, physical laws that rules the light behaviour used in this
thesis are detailed. Firstly, Snell’s law, which relates light behaviour when
changes its propagation medium and how this conduct can be exploited to
create lenses using the Lensmaker’s equation. Secondly, Lambert-Beer’s
law, which relates light absorbance in a medium with the optical path
and concentration and an application of this demeanour to create optical
absorbance filters.

2.1.1 Snell’s Law

Law of refraction or Snell’s law has its name after who proposed it, Willer-
bord Snel van Royen in 1621. It is used for almost any optical design and
is the base of ray tracing simulations software. It is noteworthy mention-
ing that Snell’s law can only be applied in isotropic materials, such as
glass, water or air. In the present thesis Snell’s law is used to design air
mirrors, waveguides and lenses.

Snell’s law can be expressed as:

n1 sin β1 = n2 sin β2 (2.1)

where β1 is the angle between the incident light beam and the interface
surface normal, β2 is the angle between the refracted light beam and
the interface surface normal, n1 is the RI of the medium 1 and n2 is
the RI of medium 2. In Figure 2.1a an incident light beam propagates
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of (a) refracted and (b) reflected
light beams (n1 < n2).

into a low RI material, reaches the interface of a second material with
higher RI. Then a fraction of the incident light is transmitted. This
fraction is determined by Fresnel coefficients, which predicts the fraction
of the incident power that is refracted, from the interface, given by the
transmittance, T , and, without absorbance, the fraction that is reflected,
defined as 1 − T . Fresnel coefficients are polarization dependent. As a
numerical example, when non-polarized incident light moves between an
air/glass interface the typical ratio of transmitted light is T = 0.96.

When light propagates from a medium with higher RI, n2, to a medium
with lower RI, n1, represented in Figure 2.1b, there is an angle, called crit-
ical angle (βc = arcsin n2

n1
), at which the light is no longer refracted. For

incident angles bigger than critical angle the light undergoes total inter-
nal reflection (TIR) condition and the interface behaves as an specular
mirror (Figure 2.1b). TIR situation is widely used in this thesis and TIR
conditions will be exploited in many different systems.

Sandwiching a high RI between two low RI materials a waveguide,
being the most well known the optical fibre. They only propagate light
that reach the fibre within a certain range of angles that ensure TIR
condition in the core-cladding interface, forming the acceptance cone.
In Figure 2.2 an schematic representation of an optical fibre with the
maximum acceptance angle, βmax, is detailed.

Acceptance cone of a fibre depends on the refractive index contrast
between fibre core and cladding and it is characterized by the numerical
aperture, NA. Numerical aperture is a dimensionless parameter defined
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of an optical fibre acceptance cone.

as,

NA = nmed sin βmax =
√
n2
2 − n2

1, (2.2)

where nmed is the refractive index where the fibre is immersed in,
typically air, βmax is the maximum angle of the acceptance cone, n2 is the
RI of the optical fibre core and n1 is the RI of the optical fibre cladding.
When optical fibres are immersed in air, nmed = 1, NA have a clear
geometrical interpretation, NA = sin βmax, and for typical acceptance
cone, where NA < 0.5, NA ≈ βmax.

2.1.2 Lensmaker’s equation

Before any other consideration, a detailed description of lens geometry is
needed. In order to illustrate the lenses geometry, a schematic representa-
tion of a biconvex lens with the main parameters of the system is detailed
in Figure 2.3. The object at the left-hand side produce and amplified
image at the right-hand side. The main parameters to be considered are:
The curvature radius of the lenses, R1 and R2, the lens thickness, d, the
lens refractive index, nl, the focal length, f , the first focal point, F0, the
second focal point, Fi, the first principal point, H1, the second principal
point, H2, and the distance between the object and the lens interface, s0,
and between the lens interface and the image, si.

In the particular case of a lens immersed in air the equation to deter-
mine the focal length of a lens can be written as,

1

s0
+

1

si
=

1

f
. (2.3)

The focal length can also be rewritten [Hec01] as,

1

f
= (nl − 1)

[
1

R1

− 1

R2

+
(nl − 1)d

nlR1R2

]
. (2.4)
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of lens parameters.

With equations 2.1 and 2.4, the tools to determine a complex systems
with several interfaces are ready. This equations are used in ray tracing
software to simulate complex optical systems behaviour.

2.1.3 Lambert-Beer’s Law

Lambert-Beer’s law relates light absorbance with the analyte concentra-
tion and the interrogation length. It is specially relevant in both, detec-
tion mechanisms and interrogation region.

When light propagates through any material four different physical
mechanisms may be responsible of a measured decrease in light intensity;
(i) reflection, (ii) interference, (iii) scattering and (iv) absorption. In
order to focus on absorption itself some assumptions have to be made.
Assuming normal incident light towards an isotropic and homogeneous
sample, with no particles on it, reflection and scattering have a negligible
role. Furthermore, interference for standard non-coherent light sources is
only obtained with very precise equipments or very small system dimen-
sions, typically of the light wavelength order. In this case the interference
contribution may be neglected. Hence, assuming this, intensity variations
are only due to absorption.

Absorbance is mathematically defined as:

A = log
I0
IT

(2.5)
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where IT is the transmitted light intensity and I0 is the incident light
intensity. Contrary, transmittance is the light that reaches the second
point respect to the light at the first point, mathematically:

T =
IT
I0
→ A = − log T (2.6)

Lambert-Beer’s law states that absorbance can be expressed as:

A = εC` (2.7)

where C is the sample concentration, ` is the distance the light travels
through the material, i.e., the path length, and ε is the molar absorptivity.
The SI units for ε are m2/mol and is an intrinsic property of the material
experimentally determined.

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the Lambert-Beer’s law parame-
ters.

It is important to emphasise that, for a given substance, absorbance
only depends on the path length and the substance concentration (Fig-
ure 2.4). Thus, for a given LOC design (fixed `), absorbance will only
depend on the sample concentration.

2.1.4 Optical Filters

Using the Lamber-Beer’s law several absorbance filters are developed
along the thesis. An absorbance-based optical filter is usually a trans-
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parent material, typically glass, doped with coloured compounds that
absorb certain wavelengths while transmitting others.

Blocked wavelengths are placed on the stopband of the filter, Ts, while
transmitted ones are on the passband, Tp. Depending on whether stop-
band absorbs short, long or central wavelengths, the filters can be clas-
sified as, longpass, shortpass and bandpass, respectively. In Figure 2.5 a
transmittance graphic of these filters is detailed. In this theoretical repre-
sentation, the longpass band filter absorbs, almost perfectly, wavelengths
under 500 nm while transmits 99% of the light at wavelengths over 600
nm. The shortpassband absorbs wavelengths over 600 nm and transmits
under 500, and the passband transmits between 500 and 600 nm and ab-
sorbs the rest of the spectrum. In bandpass filters, bandwidth is a relevant
characteristic, and is defined as the range of frequencies or wavelengths
at which the intensity value is less than 3 dB below the maximum.
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Figure 2.5: Transmittance as a function of the wavelength for theoretical
longpass, shortpass and passband filters in the visible region.
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2.2 Microfluidic

In this section an overview of the main characteristics of liquids con-
strained to micrometric scale, also known as microfluidics, will be detailed
as well as two different techniques for liquid control, microdroplets and
phaseguides.

Navier-Stokes equation describe the motion of a Newtonian fluid in
the absence of free surfaces as follows[Tab05]:

Duuu

Dt
= −1

ρ
∇p+ v∆uuu+

1

ρ
FFF , (2.8)

where bold letters represent vectors, uuu is the fluid velocity, v is the
kinematic viscosity, ρ is the density, p is the pressure and FFF is the external
force per unit volume. In order to solve this equation it is useful to
introduce the Reynolds number, defined as:

Re =
ul

v
, (2.9)

where l is the typical channel width. At micrometric scale the typical
flow velocity do not exceed ∼cm/s and their dimensions are on the order
of tens of micrometers. At this scale the Reynolds number is very small
(Re� 1). There are some exceptions of microfluidic channels with bigger
Reynolds number [WYZ14] and are not considered in this thesis.

Assuming incompressible fluids, Navier-Stokes equation (eq. 2.8) at
low Reynolds number can be simplified as the Stokes equation:

− 1

ρ
∇p+ v∆uuu+

1

ρ
FFF = 0. (2.10)

The flows governed by the Stokes equation have two important prop-
erties [Tab05]:

Reversibility, changing the time direction does not affect the solutions
or, in other words, the flow will behave identically forwards and
backwards.

Uniqueness, the Stokes equation solution is unique. Hence, there can
not exist bifurcations or turbulences. Consequently, the mixing pro-
cess at laminar flow is a diffusion process.
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It is important to remember that these properties only apply in the
absence of free surfaces. Hence, working with free surface, one can avoid
these restrictions. In the present thesis two different microfluidics tools,
phaseguides and monodisperse microdroplets, are used to avoid these re-
strictions.

2.2.1 Phaseguide

At the edge of the propagating liquid (free surface) a meniscus is observed.
There are two different kind of meniscus, convex and concave, depending
on the liquid and the material of the walls (Figure 2.6a).

(a)
(b)

Figure 2.6: Top view of fifferent meniscus shapes with (a) typical shapes,
concave and convex, and (b) shape produced due to pinning on a convex
edge.

However, when the geometry of the channel changes, the meniscus
shape may vary. This phenomenon occurs when an edge on the channel
appears, see Figure 2.6b. The meniscus behaviour is radically different
when the edge shape is concave or convex [GW05]. In the convex case
the meniscus stops at the edge and more pressure has to be applied to
enable movement. This is called meniscus pinning effect. In a concave
edge the liquid tends to flow along the edge.

Using this behaviour, passive microfluidics structures, called phase-
guides, have been developed. Phaseguides are physico-chemical pressure
barriers that increase the fluidic resistance in a delimited region of the
chip, creating a passive valve. Vulto et al. [VMA+06] are the first to cre-
ate this pressure barriers. They pattern 20 µm-thick strips of a dry film
resist, Ordyl SY330, on the top [VMA+06] or bottom [VPM+11] of the
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microfluidic channel. Chibbaro et al. [CCD+09] demonstrate, using com-
puter simulations, that vertical edges produced by the phaseguides play
the same role than convex edges in a channel. Accordingly to these sim-
ulations, when meniscus pinning effect is produced, the meniscus shape
changes. In Figure 2.7a two situations can be seen. In dark black the
meniscus moves over the phase guide leftwards with two liquid contact
angles, θ1 and θ2, with the channel top and the phaseguide respectively
and a liquid-air area Ala1. Once the meniscus reaches the phaseguide edge,
it is pinned and starts to change its shape and contact angles, represented
as the gray area, while the upper region still propagates, modifying con-
tacts angles and liquid-air area Ala2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of, (a) a cross-section view of the
phaseguide where the liquid flows perpendicular to the paper surface and,
(b) top view of the pahseguide with the electronic circuit analogy, the fluid
is moving upwards. Images reproduced from [VPM+11] with permission
from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Phaseguides generate a channel where the liquid flows. However, the
channel is open and when a certain pressure threshold is achieved, the
liquid overflows the phaseguides filling the next channel. In order to get
a quantitative approximation, the analogy of an electric circuit can be
used (Figure 2.7b). In this case the system is described by the following
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equation:

P2 =
R2

R1 +R2

(Pap + Pca)− Pca (2.11)

where P2 is the pressure at the expected overflow position, R2 is the
fluidic resistance from that point until the liquid-air meniscus, R1 is the
total fluidic resistance at P2, Pap is the applied pressure and Pca is the
capillary pressure of the air-liquid meniscus. Breaking pressure can not be
theoretically determined but overflow will occur at the wall-phaseguide in-
terface when P2 is bigger than the experimental breaking pressure. Hence,
overflow becomes more probable as liquid moves forwards along the chan-
nel. Accordingly to [GSSW03, KBMTD07, CCD+09, VPM+11] the spon-
taneous overflow occurs when:

θ1 + θ2 > π − α (2.12)

where θ1 and θ2 are the contact angles with the top and the phaseguide
respectively, α is the angle between the vertical side of the phaseguide and
the horizontal top surface. For rectangular phaseguides, where α = π/2,

θ1 + θ2 > π/2 (2.13)

Figure 2.8: A diagonal phaseguide to produce controlled overflow in an
specific region.

Using equation 2.12 and designing the phaseguide to form certain
angles with the channel walls (Figure 2.8) it is possible to precisely control
the point along the phaseguide where the overflow will occur.
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2.2.2 Monodisperse Microdroplets

Compartmentalization, extremely low chemical reagents consumption and
high-throughput analysis make monodisperse microdroplets an excellent
strategy for LOC.

Monodisperse microdroplets are emulsions with constant droplet size
(< 1% size variation). Typical droplet diameter is ∼50 µm, obtaining
volumes of ∼ 65 pl. Moreover, droplet generation rates of few kHz are
easily achieved. This high speed generation rates of picoliter compart-
ments allow high-throughput analysis, providing excellent statistical re-
sults. Compartmentalization and high-throughput provide a unique plat-
form for (bio)chemical analysis. For instance, Hofmann et al. [HHJ+12]
use osmosis-driven change in droplet size as a quantitative and label-free
marker for reactions inside droplets. Furthermore, droplets have been
widely used for single-cell analysis [JA12, DUB+12, SKWvdB13].

Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of a water droplet in oil phase with
surfactant.

In this thesis microdoplets are formed as water-in-oil emulsions but
most of the theory can also be applied for oil-in-water emulsions. The
physical droplet formation mechanism is based on at least two streams,
aqueous and oil, merging in a junction. By surface tension, the interface
tends to minimize, adopting an spherical shape, whereas viscous stress
drags the interfacing region away generating the droplets jet.

Water-in-oil emulsions are metastable and droplets tends to coalesce
with a characteristic lifetime [TCS+10]. Lifetime is determined by the
external conditions e.g., temperature, humidity or volume of the sam-
ple, and the stabilizing properties of the used surfactant, ranging from
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sub-milliseconds to years. Surfactant are typically molecules with an hy-
drophilic head and a hydrophobic tail which creates a stabilizing layer
on the water-oil interface (Figure 2.9). Choosing the surfactant charac-
teristics one may change the droplets properties. For instance, long flu-
orocarbon tails such as perfluorinated polyethers (PFPE) provide longer
lifetimes [ZTI04], whereas short fluorocarbon tails such as polyethylene
glycol (PEG) are biocompatible [CTLB+08]. Therefore, using an specific
combination of surfactants the droplet properties can be precisely tuned.
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In this chapter, an exhaustive description of chemical reagents, simula-
tions, fabrication techniques, equipments and set ups used during the
thesis are detailed.

3.1 Chemical Reagents

In this section a list of the chemical reagents used along the thesis can be
found.

a) LOC fabrication,

– SU-8 2005, MicroChem Corp., (USA)

– SU-8 2025, MicroChem Corp., (USA)

– SU-8 2050, MicroChem Corp., (USA)

– Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), sylgard 184 silicone elastomer
kit, Dow Corning, (USA)

b) Doping materials,

– Pelikan red 1 4K351 221, Pelikan S.A., (Spain)

– Pelikan blue 1 4K351 213 Pelikan S.A., (Spain)

– Pelikan green 1 4K351 239 Pelikan S.A., (Spain)

– Toluene, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– quinoline yellow 234133, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– phenol red 32661, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– crystal violet C6158, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)
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– Atto 390, Atto-Tec GmbH (Germany)

– Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) D9170-1VL, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica
S.A. (Spain)

– phenyltrimethoxysilane (PhTMOS), Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A.
(Spain)

– Hydrochloric acid 258148, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– Sodium chloride S1679, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– Potassium chloride 746436, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– Calcium chloride 499609, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, Panreac (Spain)

– Disodium hydrogen phosphate, Panreac (Spain)

c) Droplet generation,

– 3MTM FluorinertTM Electronic Liquid FC-40 (FC-40)

– 3MTM NovecTM 7500 Engineered Fluid (HFE-7500)

– Fluorescein 46955, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– Bromothymol blue 114413, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– Aquapel, Pittsburgh Glass works (USA)

d) Biological applications,

– d-Glucose G0350500, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– L-(+)-Lactic Acid, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain)

– 2,2’azino-bis (3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS),
Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A. (Spain).

– lactate oxidase (LOX), E 1.13.12.4, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica
S.A. (Spain)

– glucose oxidase (GOX), E.1.1.3.4, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica S.A.
(Spain)

– horseradish peroxidase (HRP), E 1.11.1.7, Sigma-Aldrich Qúımica
S.A. (Spain)
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– Rat serum samples, Obese Zucker rats and their littermate con-
trols, lean Zucker rats (Charles River Laboratories, Barcelona,
Spain) are fed standard diet and water adlibitum. At 28 weeks
old, animals are kept during 12 h fasting and are anesthetized
with chloral hydrate 12% intraperitoneally. Blood samples are
collected by intracardiac puncture for biochemical assays in
serum. The protocol for animal handling and experimentation
agreed with the European Union European Community guide-
lines for the ethical treatment of animals (EEEC Directive of
1986; 86/609/EEC) and is approved by the Ethical Committee
for Animal Research of the University of Seville.

Rat serum samples are obtained from blood by centrifugation
for 20 min at 4,000 rpm and room temperature.

3.2 Optical Simulations

Different software simulation tools have been used during the thesis. All
of them are based on ray tracing.

Auto CAD The master layout is realized using computer-aided design
(CAD) software. The design is limited to closed polylines with less
than 200 points in order to allow file format conversion to gds file
extension. File conversion is need to create the Cr/glass Mask used
to define the master through a UV-photolithographic process.

Oslo Edu is a relatively simple free ray tracing software that is specially
useful for lenses design. However, Oslo Edu has a maximum limit
of 10 interfaces and do not allow to simulate 3-D structures. Oslo
Edu has been used for cylindrical lenses simulations.

Trace Pro/Zemax are much more robust software that has no inter-
faces limit, allow fluorescence analysis and 3D structures imported
directly from a CAD software. These softwares are used for opti-
cally complex structures, such integrated emitters and the fluidically
controlled router.

Simulation and design are iterative processes where, after simulation
results, the LOC is redesigned and simulated again until we obtain
the desired behaviour.
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3.3 Fabrication

In order to built an optofluidic system several fabrication processes are re-
quired. Soft-lithography is divided in two main steps. Master fabrication
and replication. Master fabrication is usually defined using an standard
UV-photolithography with SU-8 as photoresist, without neglecting other
techniques or materials. Once the master is defined the replication can
be easily done in an inexpensive parallel process. Among the different
replication techniques that soft-lithography offers, we use two of them,
replica moulding [XKZ+96] and MIMIC [KXW95]. In this section they
both are explained in detail, as well as the experimental parameters used
to fabricate them.

3.3.1 Master fabrication

All the masters needed for this thesis have been done using the same pro-
cess, UV-photolithography, with only minor changes to obtain different
number of layers and thicknesses. In Figure 3.1 an step by step master
fabrication scheme can be observed. The main processes for every layer
are spinning, soft-bake, exposure and post exposure bake (PEB). These
are repeated for every master layer.

Master fabrication starts with a silicon or glass wafer dehydrated dur-
ing 10 min at 200◦C in an oven. First layer is called seed layer. In order
to create the seed layer the wafer is placed in a spinner and a drop of SU-
8 2005 (MicroChem, Newton, MA) is poured on the centre of the wafer.
After that, the spinner accelerates up to 400 rpm during 15 s in order
to planarize this first layer. Immediately afterwards, the spinner rises its
speed up to 3000 rpm during 30 s to achieve a final SU-8 thickness of
5 µm. Once the photoresist is uniformly distributed, a soft-bake is ap-
plied to harden the SU-8 and evaporate its solvents. Soft-bake consists of
a thermal bath during 13 min with temperature rising from 65◦C to 95◦C.
Afterwards, a flood exposure, i.e., a non-patterned exposure of the whole
wafer to a UV light (λ = 315nm), with an insulation dose of 55 mJ/cm2

is performed to activate SU-8 cross-linking. Finally, a post exposure bake
(PEB) from 65◦C to 95◦C during 10 min is made. PEB step catalyti-
cally performs and finishes the photo-reaction initiated during exposure.
Performed near the glass transition point of the SU-8 reduces mechanical
stress formed during softbake. This step finishes the seed layer, repre-
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(a) Finished seed layer. (b) SU-8 drop over the seed layer.

(c) SU-8 layer ready to define the pho-
tolithographic structures.

(d) Mask over the wafer.

(e) SU-8 once the exposition is over. (f) Final master structure.

Figure 3.1: Schmatic view of all the steps need for the SU-8 master defi-
nition.
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sented in Figure 3.1a. This layer is identical for all the masters presented
in this thesis in order to improve adherence of posteriors layers and hence
master durability.

Further steps on master fabrication depend on the desired layer thick-
ness and will differ in every particular case. Nonetheless, and in order to
provide a clear reading, a detailed example of a 230 µm single level mas-
ter is here detailed. In this case, SU-8 2050 photoresist1 is chosen. Then,
SU-8 is poured over the seed layer (Figure 3.1b) and spinned 15 s at 400
rpm to plannarize the photoresist. Immediately afterwards, the spinner
velocity1 (ω) changes to 700 rpm, to obtain the exact layer thickness, see
Figure 3.1c. Then, a soft-bake is realized in a hot plate, with temperature
rising from 65◦ to 95◦C during the time1 (t=3h) needed to evaporate the
solvents. At this point, the wafer is carefully aligned against a Cr/glass
mask that blocks the light in a certain pattern and the SU-8 layer is ex-
posed to UV light dose1 (E=350mJ/cm2) to define the pattern, as it can
be seen in Figure 3.1d. Once the layer is exposed, the wafer is placed
on the hot plate for the PEB (10 min from 65 to 95◦C). PEB ends the
layer fabrication. In order to build additional layers the same procedure
can be repeated, i.e., SU-8 photoresist, spinning, planarization, soft-bake,
exposure, PEB, changing the specified parameters.

Finally, the wafer is developed dipping it in developer (mr-dev600).
Requested time1 depends on total SU-8 thickness. Last step is a hard
bake, i.e., a bake at 120◦C within a nitrogen environment for 3 h. Hard
bakes reduces the stress or cracks that could appear on the structure and
finalizes the master fabrication.

3.3.2 Replica moulding

Replica moulding is based in 5 steps: (i) Mixing of pre-polymer and
curing agent, (ii) Pouring the mixture over the master, (iii) curing the
mixture, (iv) peeling off the cured polymer and (v) bonding the polymer
to a substrate. Here we detail the parameters that has been used in our
chips, which may differ from other authors.

PDMS consists on a base elastomer and a curing agent that is mixed
in a 10:1 volume ratio, following supplier’s recommendation, to obtain the
final polymer. The mixing process generates bubbles. In optofluidic sys-
tems bubbles are specially critical because, besides structural problems,

1These parameters will be detailed on the fabrication of every particular master.
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(a) Master ready for the replica process. (b) PDMS poured over the master.

(c) PDMS replica cured and peeled off
from the master frame.

(d) Final chip once the PDMS is
bonded to the glass substrate.

Figure 3.2: Schmatic view of all the steps needed from master replication
to final chip definition.

they are scattering centres that can change the optical path in a dramatic
way. Therefore, avoiding bubbles, i.e., degassing, is extremely important.
Degassing is performed by introducing the PDMS in a vacuum chamber
just after mixing.

After the polymer is degassed, it is gently poured over the SU-8 mas-
ter (Figure 3.2a) to fill the structure (Figure 3.2b). Once the structure
is completely filled, another degasification is required to ensure that no
bubbles are trapped in the structure. Afterwards, the polymer is cured
placing the wafer on a hot plate or an oven at 80◦C for 20 min. Finally,
one proceeds to peel off the PDMS replica from the master (Figure 3.2c)
and bond it into a glass substrate (Figure 3.2d). For bonding, PDMS
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surface is activated with O2 plasma [CW91]. Reactive oxygen radicals at-
tack the methyl groups (Si−CH3) and substitute them by silanol groups
(Si−OH), as it can be seen in Figure 3.3. Two activated surfaces can be
pressed together with temperature (80◦C) and left until covalent bond-
ing spontaneously occurs (typically 15min). The condensation reaction
between silanol groups ensure permanent bonding.

Figure 3.3: Oxygen plasma PDMS activation.

Some chips are finished at this point. Nonetheless, more complex
optofluidic systems, e.g., integrated filters and emitters (see chapters 4
and 5), require more fabrication steps, which are detailed below.

3.3.3 Micromoulding in capillaries (MIMIC)

The original MIMIC process follows the first step. Just after peeling
off the PDMS, it is placed over the substrate. Mechanical properties
of PDMS ensures non-permanent bonding. The microfluidic channels
can then be filled with another polymer (filler) and cured. Finally the
PDMS is removed. This simple process allows working with several types
of polymers, generally non-photocurables, without increasing fabrication
complexity.

This process is only valid for using PDMS as scaffold. If the combi-
nation of PDMS and the filler wants to be used, MIMIC requires some
modifications, for example, to develop absorbance based filters and liquid
or solid state integrated emitters, a permanent bonding of the replica is
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mandatory to limit leaking. In Figure 3.4 a schematic view of the process
is detailed. Once the PDMS is bonded to the substrate (Figure 3.4a),
the fluidics reservoirs are opened (Figure 3.4b) and the filter is injected
(Figure 3.4c). Finally, the filler may be either photo or thermally cured
(Figure 3.4d).

(a) PDMS replica bonded to a glass
substrate.

(b) Opening of the fluidic ports.

(c) A drop of filler is placed in one of
the fluidic ports and fills the cavity.

(d) The filler is cured and the optical
fibre fixed in place.

Figure 3.4: Schmatic view of the extra steps needed when a MIMIC
process is required.

These technological changes allow implementing: (i) solid and liquid
state filters and emitters and (ii) reconfigurable optical elements, i.e., the
microfluidic ports can be emptied and filled again with another material.
The fabrication protocol of the different fillers used in MIMIC fabrication
technique is here detailed.
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Filters, are divided in two groups:

(i) PDMS doped with comercial ink (Pelikan red: 1 4K351 221,
Pelikan blue: 1 4K351 213 or Pelikan green: 1 4K351 239) at four
different dye concentrations: volumes of 0.1 mL, 0.25 mL, 0.5 mL
and 1 mL ink are added to 5 mL of the PDMS base elastomer: con-
centrations are 0.02, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 (v:v), respectively. The ink-
doped base elastomer is manually mixed until homogeneous colour-
ing is observed and a homogeneous dispersion is achieved.

To fabricate the different filters, 1 mL of the ink-doped base elas-
tomer is mixed with 0.1 mL of the hardener (10 : 1 ratio) and
sufficiently homogenized before degassing in a vacuum chamber.

(ii)Doped Sol-gel. The pre-polymerization solution (sol) is pre-
pared by mixing phenyltrimethoxysilane (PhTMOS) monomer with
dye aqueous solutions at pH 3 (adjusted with diluted HCl). Three
different dyes at single concentration of 200 µM are used: quinoline
yellow (QY), phenol red (PR) and crystal violet (CV). The dyes
have stopbands centred at λQY = 420 nm, λPR = 515 nm and
λCV = 600 nm, covering the whole visible spectrum. Except QY,
these dyes are pH sensitive, showing different colours for the acidic
and the basic forms. PR colour changes from yellow (λ = 450 nm) to
red (λ = 560 nm) (pH, 6.8-8.0), as can be seen in Figure 3.5 and CV
from yellow (λ = 420 nm) to blue (λ = 600 nm) (pH 0.0-1.8). These
colour changes can substantially modify the filters performance and
the pH should be carefully controlled to avoid unexpected shift on
the spectral response. The mixture is gently stirred using a magnet
until a homogeneous solution is achieved. At this point the resulting
sol solution is ready for filling the test microstructure.

Emitters modules are filled with H2O: dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 5:1
(v/v) solution containing 500µM Atto 390 (Atto-Tec GmbH, Siegen,
Germany) fluorophore, with a controlled pH 3 (adjusted with di-
luted HCl). Atto has its absorbance peak at 390 nm and its emis-
sion peak at 479 nm.
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Figure 3.5: Image of absorbance wavelength shift in phenol red with pH
variations. Arrows indicates an increase of pH.

3.4 Equipment

Two main types of equipment can be clearly differentiated, fluidics and
optics.

Regarding fluidic equipment, a neMESYS cetoni GmbH low pressure
(3 bar) microfluidic pump (Figure 3.6) and Hamilton syringes (1mL Model
1001 TLL SYR and 100 µL Model 1710 TLLX SYR) are used to pump
the liquids through Poly Ether Ether Ketone (PEEK) tubing.

Optically, three main groups of equipment are used: (i) light sources,
(ii) optical fibres and (iii) readout equipment.

3.4.1 Light sources

Different light sources are available on the laboratory for characterization
purposes.

Ocean Optics white light source HL-2000 (Figure3.7a) has an emission
range from 360 to 2400 nm (Figure 3.7b) with a total output power of
5 W manually controlled. HL-2000 is mainly used in spectral response
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Figure 3.6: Image of 5 independent low pressure microfluidic pumps,
neMESYS Cetoni GmbH.

characterization, notwithstanding its use in other kind of measurements.

(a) Picture of the Ocean Optics HL-
2000 light source. (b) Ocean Optics HL-2000 light source

emission spectrum.

Figure 3.7: Ocean Optics HL-2000 light source.

Three different laser light sources are used in intensity measurements,
i.e. absorbance, scattering and fluorescence measurements. Theis speci-
fications are:

1. Thorlabs S1FC635 is a 2.5 mW laser source with an emission peak
centered at λ = 635 nm.

2. Qioptiq Nano 250-532-100 is a 100 mW laser source with an emis-
sion peak centered at λ = 532 nm.
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3. Qioptiq Nano 250-405-80 is a 80 mW laser source with an emission
peak centered at λ = 405 nm.

3.4.2 Optical fibres

Optical fibres are used to connectorize the light source and the readout
with the LOC. Three different optical fibres are used, whose properties
are detailed in table 3.1. All of them are step-index fibres and have a
NA= 0.22.

Table 3.1: Fibres used on the thesis.

Fibre Core diameter Cladding diameter

FG050LGA 50 µm 125 µm
FG105LCA 105 µm 125 µm
FG200UEA 200 µm 220 µm

These optical fibres have FC or SMA connectors depending on the
light source and readout equipment.

3.4.3 Readout equipments

The readout equipments are:

1. Powermeter Newport 1930-C, has an intensity detection range from
nW to W. It has been used for all the intensity-based measure-
ments.

2. Microspectrophotometer Ocean Optics QE65Pro, with a wavelength
measurement range of 200-1100 nm, an optical resolution of∼ 0.14−
7.7 nm of full width at half maximum (FWHM), a dynamic range
of 20 dB and a maximum time resolution of 8 ms.

3. Microspectrophotometer Ocean Optics USB2000+ with a wavelength
range of 200-1100 nm, an optical resolution of ∼ 2 nm of FWHM,
a dynamic range of 20 dB and a maximum time resolution of 1 ms.
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3.5 Set ups

Previously reported equipments are used to build up several set ups. Five
different set ups for the fluidic and optical characterization of the chips
are here presented.

Fluidic set up consist in a PEEK tubing connected with a high preci-
sion Hamilton syringe, syringe volume may vary depending on the
desired flux or pressure. The syringes are fixed in position over the
neMESYS pumps, which is controlled with a commercial software
(neMESYS user interface software, Cetoni GmbH).

Intensity characterization determines the output power (W) at a spe-
cific wavelength. The set up consists on a light source (usually
monochromatic) connected to an optical fibre to guide the light to-
wards the LOC input. Then light propagates inside the LOC and
reaches the output, where another fibre is placed to guide the light
into the powermeter. A picture can be seen in Figure 3.8.

Spectral response characterization provide an intensity measurement,
in arbitrary units, of single wavelengths with a resolution fixed by
the microspectrophotometer along the whole visible spectrum. The
set up is practically the same than for intensity measurements, but
this time the light source is a white light source, to provide a wide
spectrum and the readout can be either Ocean Optics QE65Pro or
Ocean Optics USB2000+ microspectrophotometers depending on
desired time and wavelength resolution. The spectral response set
up can be seen in Figure 3.9.

Modal profile characterization provide information on whether the light
guidance is mono or multi modal and which modes are propagating.
The set up consist of a monochromatic light source coupled to an
optical fibre. The optical fibre guides the light to the LOC input.
The readout consist on a microscope objective in close proximity
to the chip output to expand and collimate the light beam. The
light is steered to a CCD camera placed at certain distance (tends
of centimetres) where an image is recorded. A picture of the set up
can be seen in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.8: Set up for intensity measure, in W, at a single wavelength.

Emission mapping The emission performance of given active system
as a function of the excitation spot position is measured using the
following set up. It consists on an FG050LGA optical fibre to steer
the light from the excitation laser light source to the emitter. It is
important to choose the fibre with the smallest core diameter avail-
able in order to keep excitation spot as small as possible and hence,
increase the mapping spatial resolution. Nevertheless, the smaller
the core the fewer the light intensity coupled to the optical fibre.
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Figure 3.9: Spectral response set up.

Hence, the agreement done has been to select 50 µm core optical
fibre as a compromise between resolution and coupled power. The
optical fibre is positioned perpendicularly to the plane of the emit-
ter at the smallest distance possible, without touching the emitter
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Figure 3.10: Modal profile set up.

itself.

The readout system has an optical module connected through a
FG200UEA optical fiber to a microspectrophotometer. The map-
ping has been performed using a XYZ linear stage (Micos VT80,
Eschenbach, Germany), as shown in Figure 3.11, which allowed the
precise (∼ 40x40 µm) mapping of the device.
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Figure 3.11: Emitter mapping set up
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In this chapter a set of highly integrable, low cost, optical elements are
designed and optimized in order to be integrated in more complex optoflu-
idic systems. Part of this work is already publised in [VPDBL12] and
[LDJ+10].

Among Ph-LOC detection methods, the need of lenses, filters, light
sources and detectors is ubiquitous as basic optical components to ma-
nipulate light. However, the components for optical detection in Ph-LOC
are rarely miniaturized, and when they are indeed miniaturized the com-
ponents are sophisticated and expensive [HSH+13, CWK+13, SRKB+11].

Considering that microfluidic systems are basically intended to con-
duct handy, cheap, user-friendly, and in situ analysis, it is obvious that a
reduction of cost and size of the optical elements for Ph-LOC is manda-
tory. Moreover, this will allow more complex systems with better per-
formance. In order to tackle this challenge, many researchers have made
efforts to miniaturize waveguides [VMWW05, CQSW13], filters [DAS07,
YKDD12], lenses [LAJ12, HW12, ZJ13], emitters [SP10, FZYZ12, TMK+13]
and detectors [Wal11] so that they are tiny and simple enough to be inte-
grated on a system. Each of these optical elements is made using different
technologies and materials, complicating the creation of a single optoflu-
idic LOC. Approximations to include some of these optical elements have
been reported [BJB+06] but the cost and fabrication complexity of the
Ph-LOC increases.

Developed optical elements are divided in two main categories, pass-
sive and active elements. Passive elements are those which do not require
external energy sources to work.
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4.1 Passive elements

4.1.1 Lenses and alignment elements

First, micro-lenses can be tracked down until 17 th century, when Anton
van Leeuwenhoek built glass lenses that were about 700 µm in diame-
ter [Zuy81]. Using ICs technologies and materials, e.g., silicon, Fresnel’s
zone plates were fabricated and used as thermal detectors [SYHM88] and
X-ray lenses [WBD+93, BMG94]. In early 90s, manufacturing of poly-
meric micro-lenses started to spread using a technique consistent on melt-
ing small cylinders of thermoplastics [SNA+90]. This technique allowed
precise control of the radius of curvature [PM94] in a parallel process, re-
ducing fabrication cost and time. Micro-lenses produced with such tech-
nique have been used, for example, in 3D imaging of micro-objects [JJ04].
However, these lenses are difficult to integrate in Ph-LOC and require non-
standard fabrication techniques, increasing dramatically the fabrication
complexity, cost and time of the final device.

Camou et al.[CFF03] proposed integrated cylindrical lenses to colli-
mate the optical beam. These lenses are limited to collimate in a line,
not in a point, due to their cylyndrical shape. Nonetheless, the lenses are
made only of PDMS and air, and are monolithically defined with the rest
of the system. In Figure 4.1 a SEM image of the SU-8 master to repli-
cate the lens is shown. Achieved integration level using these lenses is
outstanding and make them perfect candidates for disposable optofluidic
systems, reducing fabrication requirements, time and cost.

Camou’s lenses were designed to collimate the light coming from an
optical fibre with an specific NA placed at a very precise point, hence,
optical fibre position is crucial to ensure good collimation performance.
In order to fix the optical fibre position within the system, self-alignment
structures were developed [LWB04]. These structures consist of: (i) a
rectangular channel of the same width than the optical fibre cladding di-
ameter, (ii) an stopper, at the end of the channel, that fixes the distance
between the optical fibre and the integrated lens at its optimal position.
Using the same notation than in the lensmaker’s equation, detailed in
section 2.1.2, Llobera et al. design is schematically represented in Fig-
ure 4.2a. The optical fibre is inserted along the self-alignment channel un-
til it reaches the stopper, which is only a constrain on the self-alignment
channel. This geometry fixes the optical fibre in the focal point of the
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Figure 4.1: SEM image of Camou’s SU-8 master [CFF03].

collimating biconvex lens.

Mirrors are also ubiquitous in optical systems to steer the light and to
increase the optical path without increasing the device dimensions [LDWB07].
Hence, an easy, cheap, fast and reliable way to integrate them in optoflu-
idic systems is required. With the experience of PDMS/air lenses Llobera
et al. [LWB05] proposed air mirrors based on Total Internal Reflection (see
sec. 2.1.1) to achieve a high degree of monolithical integration. In the pre-
cise case of PDMS and air the critical angle is βc = 44.77◦. Therefore,
light reflection without losses should be obtained if the incidence angles
are higher than βc.

Optimization

The first problem detected is the high resistance that PDMS generates
over the fibre, resulting in occasional fibre break. In order to fix this
problem, a new alignment system has been designed. As can be seen in
Figure 4.2b the second generation of self-alignment channel is no longer
straight, now it is a wider channel with a set of periodic narrowing zones
or constrains. This change offers a drastic resistance decrease, since now
only a few points clamp the fibre, and provide certain flexibility in the
fibre diameter. Due to PDMS elasticity this structure could be valid for
different optical fibre diameters, being the smallest fibre that one with
cladding diameter equal to the separation between constrains.

The second problem to be solved is the stopper inefficiency. First
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Schemtaitc top view of (a) 1st generation and (b) 2nd genera-
tion lenses and self-alignment structures.

generation of stoppers do not generate enough resistance to ensure the
positioning of the optical fibre at the focal point. Occasionally, the fibre
does not reach the desired position or passes over the focal point. This
observed behaviour demands to visually check fibre positioning and repo-
sition the fibre when needed. In order to avoid this problem, the stopper
has been replaced by a PDMS wall, as it can be seen in Figure 4.2b. This
PDMS wall fixes the optical fibre position at the focal line. In order to
ensure a strong enough bonding between PDMS stopper and glass sub-
strate, the thickness of the wall is fixed to 150 µm for all the designed
lenses. Second generation stopper also offers an extra PDMS/air inter-
face that can be used to implement a new lens, providing more design
flexibility.

This second generation of lenses, with 3 PDMS/air interfaces are simu-
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Figure 4.3: Ray tracing simulations run in OSLO Edu c©, where dimen-
sions are in mm.

lated using Oslo edu c© ray tracing simulation software with n
PDMS

= 1.42,
nair = 1 and numerical aperture of NA = 0.22. A simulated scheme of
light propagation is plotted in Figure 4.3. d0 is fixed in all simulations to
150 µm.

Three different sets of collimation lenses for the three different optical
fibres are simulated. The lenses radius and distances are detailed in table
4.1 using the same notation as in Figure 4.3.

Table 4.1: Collimation lenses parameters for different optical fibres core
diameter with constant N.A. = 0.22.

Core diameter(µm) R1 (µm) d1 (µm) R2 (µm) d2 (µm) R3 (µm)

50 250 230 390 330 390
105 400 150 450 250 390
200 700 200 750 330 760

S. W. Lee et al. [Lee07] reported a PDMS temperature dependent
shrinking process when cured. In order to check these results the PDMS
lenses where cured at 80◦C during 20 min and then measured using an
scanning electron microscope (SEM). The results are shown in Figure 4.4,
and no appreciable PDMS shrinking is observed. Hence, the curing con-
ditions, i.e.,20 min @ 80◦C, will be kept constant for all the devices.
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Figure 4.4: SEM image of the PDMS collimation lenses for a 50 µm-core
optical fibre with the measured radius and distances.

4.1.2 Beam splitter

Using previously designed optical elements, more complex optical struc-
tures can be built. Since early 1970’s [Mil69] many kind of BS have been
studied and reported, taking advantage of many different optical proper-
ties and considering the final application.Heaton and co. [HJW+92] pre-
sented one of first integrated beam splitters called Multimode Interference
(MMI) splitters. This kind of beam splitters consist of a wide region, as
can be seen in Figure 4.5a, that generates an interference pattern resulting
in a beam division. Beam division are used in arrayed waveguide gratings
(AWG) for (de)multiplexing in telecomunications. These systems are ca-
pable of (de)multiplexing up to NxM channels, with N,M= 128 [Sey12].
MMI beam splitters are still used and improved [THRF10], e.g., number
of channels. However, MMI beam splitters require very precise fabrication
techniques and are strongly wavelength-dependent. This is a drawback in
LOC due to the different working wavelengths used in these applications,
focusing towards the “white light spectroscopy” concept.

Another different approach for integrated optics applications with
promising results are photonic crystals [YGL91]. Photonic crystals are
crystalline structures with defects implemented ad hoc, as can be seen in
Figure 4.5b, to create band gaps at certain wavelengths or propagation di-
rections. Photonic crystals have shown excellent optical properties and a
myriad of applications in LOC systems [CC06, HH11], however the wave-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of different kinds of beam splitters,
(a) MMI, (b) photonic crystal and (c) Y or T-junction.

length dependence, design and fabrication requirements are even stronger
than in previous cases, hampering their application in real systems.

Y or T-junction beam splitters have simpler design requirements and
their wavelength dependence only depends on the light confinement in
the waveguide. Nevertheless, the shape of the junction and concretely
the edge, clearly seen in Figure 4.5c, requires high-resolution fabrication
techniques. These geometries can be used with different confinement
mechanism, e.g., TIR or ARROW waveguides. These structures are also
difficult to align with input and output optical fibres.

Combination of two junctions form a Mach-Zehnder interferometer,
which can be obtained either with Y-junction [BTZS08] or T-branch [THS+10],
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shown in Figure 4.6. However, in this configuration they have used AR-
ROW confinement, requiring multilayer fabrication steps at the clean
room [BDB+06]. Polymer-based ARROW structures are extremelly chal-
lenging to be built [THZ+12].

Figure 4.6: Integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer [THS+10] that uses
two T-junction beam splitters.

In order to solve these drawbacks, a highly integrable, low-cost, con-
tinuous spectrum response and low fabrication requirements beam splitter
is here reported [VPDBL12].

Design

Using previously designed collimation lenses, self-alignment structures
and air mirrors, an integrated BS is designed. The BS working principle
is based in specular reflection. The BS consist of a sharp pyramid with
tilted air mirrors at 45◦. Therefore, this structure turns the light 90◦.
Due to the working principle of the beam splitter an incident collimated
beam is key to achieve a good intensity rate distribution between all the
channels. Hence, the previously described collimation lenses and self-
alignment structures are implemented here.

Once the beam collimation is ensured, two different configurations are
designed, 1x2 and 1x4 beam splitters. Optical fibres with a core diameter
of 200 µm are chosen to maximize the beam width.

After the beam division produced by the 45◦ air mirror, the light is
turned 90◦ with another 45◦ air mirror to reach the output (Figure 4.7b).
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Figure 4.7: Detailed view of both configurations, a) 1x4 and b) 1x2 beam
splitters.

At this point, light reaches the output in the 1x2 configuration. In the
1x4 configuration each beam is split again with the 45◦ air mirror and
turned again to finally reach the outputs, as can be seen in Figure 4.7a.

Fabrication

Fabrication procedure is detailed in section 3.3.1. Here only the param-
eters to obatin the desired thickness are detailed. SU-8 2050 is spinned
at ω = 700 rpm, after that the wafer is soft-baked, t = 3 h and exposed
at E = 750 mJ/cm2, finally the wafer is developed in a chemical bath
during t = 7 min.

Characterization

Optical characterization has been done using a 635 nm laser with the
intensity set up, detailed in section 3.5. Power results are detailed in
table 4.2. The total power calculation for each beam splitter configura-
tion is the sum of all the output channels and the channel output is the
intensity measured with the powermeter, see section 3.4.3, nm in each
channel. From these results, losses associated to a single beam division
are 7.8 ± 1.2 dB, which are two times bigger than other polymer beam
splitters [PLK11]. However, these losses do not properly differentiate be-
tween propagation, insertion or beam division. The main issue is the
deviation in the output power at each channel. Typical deviations of 10%
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Table 4.2: Power results for 1x2 and 1x4 beam splitters.

BS Total power channel output (µW)

1x2 9.1 µW 5.4 ± 0.1 3.7 ± 0.1
1x4 2.9 µW 0.8 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1

are expected. Nevertheless, our results suggest some kind of alignment
problem that may be due to non-perfect collimation lenses, slightly tilted
optical fibre faces or beam division asymmetries, all of which may modify
the expected output power ratio.

Figure 4.8: Complete picture of intensity profile at 1x4 BS output.

As it can be seen in table 4.2, there is an increase of relative losses
with the number of beam divisions, this is in agreement with the increase
of the optical path.

Finally, an analysis of the optical output intensity profile is done us-
ing the modal profile set up detailed in 3.5. In Figure 4.8, simultaneous
experimental intensity profile for 1x4 BS can be seen. The lines that ap-
pears between channel outputs probably are the sharp edge of the 45◦ air
mirror. Moreover, as it can be seen in the 3D reconstruction of the in-
tensity profile in Figure 4.9, for a channel of the 1x2 configuration, the
system is multimodal due to the dimensions of the waveguide, and has
an square profile due to the shape of the waveguide cross section.

The presented BS offers a reduction of fabrication requirements, low-
cost and highly integrable solution. Moreover, presented BS validates the
lenses, air mirrors and self-alignment systems to be used in more complex
structures.
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Figure 4.9: 3D reconstruction of intensity profile, using ImageJ software,
of single channel in the 1x2 BS output. Dimensions of X and Y axis are
pixels while Z axis dimension is an intensity scale normalized to 1.

4.1.3 Integrated Filters

Fluorescence detection is one of the most used techniques in (bio)chemical
analysis and in LOC systems[SB09, RDK13, ZHF14]. However, the Stokes
shift of fluorescence materials is typically small and the excitation light
source intensity is several orders of magnitude higher than the emitter
wavelengths. These drawbacks complicate the implementation of fluores-
cence detection in LOC systems. Several approximations have been done
to tackle these issues.

Modern fluorescence materials have been developed. Quantum dots
(QD) are semiconductor nanocrystals small enough to have quantum me-
chanical properties and were first discovered in the early 1980s by Alexei
Ekimov in a glass matrix. Nonetheless, a detailed optical study of QD
was not done until 1995 [Nor95]. Their quantum mechanical properties
make them fluorescent materials with outstanding properties e.g., QD
size determines the emission wavelength (larger QD implies red-shifted
fluorescence spectrum), are 20 times [WNS09] brighter and present large
Stokes shifts in the visible spectrum (∼200 nm).
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Three different kinds of optical filters can be found in the literature:
(i) Interferometric filters, which have sharp pass bands and are reliable
optical filters. This kind of interferometric filters are a 1-Dimensional
photonic crystals, more recently 2-D [OOI+07] and 3-D[VBSN01] (Fig-
ure 4.10) photonic crystals have been used as optical filters due to the
possibility to place the stop band of the crystal at almost any energy
level. These filters are based in a series of thin layer alternating high/low
(HL) refractive index, typical notation indicate the basic structure of
layer repeated n times as (HLH)n. Their passband and stopband depend
on the incident light angle [Mac10], the fabrication requirements are ex-
tremely severe e.g., the thickness and refractive index of all layers must
be perfectly controlled. Hence, the implemention in optofluidic systems,
although it is possible [BA11], is difficult and present many drawbacks.

Figure 4.10: SEM image (artificial coloring) of a 3D photonic crystal with
a band gap around a wavelength of 1.3 µm by Vlasov et al.[VBSN01]

Recently, (ii) a new technique called light spectral filtering based on
spatial adiabatic passage [MELVP+13] has been proved. Their working
principle is based in three single-mode waveguides that are coupled along
large distances (∼ cm). Filter fabrication does not critically depends on
technological variation and theoretically can be made using waveguides
of any material, making the filters very robust. However, the dimensions
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of the systems and the need of single-mode waveguides on the whole
spectrum clearly hamper their applications.

Contrarily, (iii) absorbance based filters are only dependent on the
filter width and not on the incident angle or the waveguide modes. More-
over, absorbance based filters are made of a single layer and their passband
and stop band are only subjected to the used material and Lambert-Beer’s
law. A more detailed explanation can be found in sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.3.
Chabinyc et al. [CCM+01] used a colored polycarbonate to filter the light
for fluorescence measurements. They worked in an out of plane configura-
tion and their fabrication process is complex and not flexible e.g., detector
and input optical fibre are embedded in the structure.

Hofmann et al. [HWC+06] used a lysochrome dye (Sudan) to dope
PDMS. In this case, diffusion of the dye molecules out the PDMS ma-
trix was observed and non-zero passband transmittance was obtained,
resulting on a suboptimal performance of the filters due to this temporal
instability.

Richard et al. [RRAC09] presented an integrated hybrid absorption
and interference filter based on a dye-doped epoxy-based photoresist, ob-
taining absorption layers with high rejection levels at the stopband with
narrow optical path lengths (0.8 - 2 µm). Nevertheless, these filters can
only act like high-pass filters (passband at 650 nm) with broad stopband
widths (> 250 nm) limiting their applicability in fluorescence detection
since most common fluorophores show stokes shift below this value. More-
over, at the optimized maximum dye concentration they did not succeed
in developing patterns (e.g. channels), and also the photoresist solvents
make this approach not biocompatible. Therefore, a flexible, low cost and
integrated optical filter is a desirable tool for more complex optofluidic
devices.

Absorbance based integrated optical filter build using MIMIC tech-
nologies [LDJ+10] is presented below. Three different dyes have been
used to dope the PDMS obtaining optical filters with stop bands covering
the whole visible spectrum. Fabrication technology and used materials
warrant a flexible, low cost and integrated optical filters.

Design

The filter testing structure is detailed in Figure 4.11. From a microfluidic
point of view, the system is a 230 µm thick reservoir with four different
widths (100, 250, 500 and 1000 µm). The channel is filled with doped
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PDMS to fabricate the optical filter. From an optical point of view,
eight alignment systems clamp the input and output optical fibres at the
collimation lenses focal plane.

Figure 4.11: CAD image of the absorbance based integrated filters. Filters
thickness are 100, 250, 500 and 1000 µm.

Fabrication

For a detailed fabrication process explanation see section 3.3.1. The pa-
rameters to obtain the desired master thickness are: SU-8 2050 spinned
at ω = 700 rpm and baked during t = 3 h. Aftewards the wafer is exposed
to UV light, E = 350 mJ/cm2 and developed, t = 7min.

Once the master is complete the PDMS replica is cured and bonded to
a glass substrate. In doing so, the final system with channels for optical
fibres and a filter channel (with in- and outlet) which can be filled with
different doped PDMS, detailed in section 3.3.3, via capillary forces is
finished.

A drop of the final PDMS/dye solution is placed at the larger opening
(1000 µm) of the testing system (see section 3.3.3). After 5 min, the entire
filter channel of incrementally decreasing channel width is filled with dyed
PDMS. Chips are finally cured at 80◦C for 1 h.

Characterization

For the analysis of the 48 different filters varying in colour (3), width
(4) and dye concentration (4), the following procedure is carried out: All
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Figure 4.12: Measured transmittance versus light wavelength of PDMS
doped with red, green or blue ink at a concentration of 0.1 (v:v) for the
250 µm-thick filters.

filters are scanned using the spectral response set-up, detailed in section
3.5. An integration time of 160 ms is used throughout the filter charac-
terization. A filter channel filled with undoped PDMS is measured and
used as reference.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the transmittance of the 250 µm width PDMS
filter coloured with red, green and blue dye at a constant concentration
of 0.1 (v:v) when illuminated with halogen broadband lamp. As it can be
observed, using the three dyes, most of the visible spectra can be accessed.

Transmittances Ts and Tp from Figure 4.12 are summarized in ta-

Table 4.3: Transmittance values of the stopband and passband of the
different dyes at a constant concentration of 0.1 (v:v) measured using an
halogen light source.

Filter λs [nm] Ts [dB] λp [nm] Tp [dB]

Red 505 -13.4 630 -4.0
Green 660 -12.3 502 -2.5
Blue 579 -15.1 442 -3.7
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ble 4.3. One can observe that transmittances vary between -15.1 dB and
-12.3 dB in the stopband and between -4.0 dB and -2.5 dB in the pass-
band. Non-zero passband decrease the dynamic range of the filters. Used
inks do not have a zero pass band due to small particles and aggregations
that act as scattering centres. In order to give a more accurate value
the relative transmittance, Ts − Tp, is defined. Additionally, secondary
stopbands, which may be associated to the ink solvent, can be observed
for green and red dyes at low wavelengths. The presence of such bands
is useful to define passband filters, where a narrow central wavelength is
conserved, as opposed to the results presented by Hofmann [HWC+06].

Having shown the basic functionality of the dyed PDMS optical filters,
their characteristics have been analysed in more detail for different filter
thicknesses and dye concentrations. Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 show the
transmittance as a function of the wavelength for the red, green and blue
PDMS/dye filter at different widths for constant dye concentration of 0.1
(v:v).

Increase in filter thickness is shown to cause a decrease in Ts as well
as Tp, but the position of both bands and the overall shape of the spectra
remain unaltered. This behaviour is expected as absorbance filters follow
the Lambert-Beer’s law. When analyzing the difference in relative trans-
mittance, the maximum appears not at 1000 µm filter thickness, but at
500 µm. This behaviour is more clearly seen in Figure 4.16. This effect is
likely due to the fact that, for thickness above 500 µm the dynamic range
of the experimental set up is reached and hence, no more reliable results
are obtained. This can also be seen in the stopband by the noise in the
measurements taken and precludes using the more rigorous Q factor used
by Hofmann [HWC+06] for determining the filter quality.

To analyze the dependence of the spectral characteristics of the filters
with the filter width as well as dye concentration, the stopband trans-
mittance values versus wavelength are plotted in Figures 4.17, 4.18 and
4.19. Absorbance filters have a linear dependence the concentration of an
absorbing dye and path length. Albeit the number of concentrations used
is not high enough so as to make a reliable fit, the linear tendency can be
observed for all three dyes up to a concentration maximum of 0.1 (v:v).
Above this concentration, saturation is reached. An additional drawback
of working at the highest concentration tested is inhomogeneous mixing,
resulting in agglomerates and incomplete polymerization, making the re-
sults inconsistent. Working with smaller filters allows spectral responses
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Figure 4.13: Pelikan red PDMS doped transmittance at a constant dye
concentration of 0.1 (v:v).

Figure 4.14: Pelikan green PDMS doped transmittance at a constant dye
concentration of 0.1 (v:v).

with higher passband transmittance, while retaining a significantly low
transmittance value of the stopband. Therefore, working with dye concen-
trations of maximum 0.1 (v:v) and width close to 250 µm should provide
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Figure 4.15: Pelikan blue PDMS doped transmittance at a constant dye
concentration of 0.1 (v:v).

Figure 4.16: PDMS doped Ts, Tp and relative (Ts − Tp) for all the filters.
Every dye is represented by its own color.

the optimized filter response characteristics.

Finally, a qualitative study is carried out to determine whether any
diffusion of the dye molecules out of the PDMS matrix occurs. As previous
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Figure 4.17: Pelikan red. Maximum stopband at λs = 505 nm.

Figure 4.18: Pelikan green. Maximum stopband at λs = 660 nm.

stated, this effect was observed when mixing Sudan II dissolved in toluene
with pure PDMS [HWC+06]. Diffusion of solvent reduce the temporal
stability of the system.

Two different slabs of coloured PDMS were prepared. The first con-
sisting of 1.2 mg Sudan II per mL PDMS base elastomer in 10 % toluene,
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Figure 4.19: Pelikan blue. Maximum stopband at λs = 579 nm.

Figure 4.20: Doped PDMS with Sudan II (top) or red ink (0.1 (v:v))
(bottom) temporal stability.

subsequently mixed with curing agent in a ratio of 10:1 (v:v) and cured
at 65◦C for 4 h. The second was a red ink loaded PDMS slab with a
concentration of 0.1 (v:v). Both slabs were reversibly bonded to a pure
PDMS slab. Figure 4.20 shows the qualitative comparison of the diffu-
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sion of the different dye molecules into a clear PDMS slab. One minute
after placing the PDMS slabs in contact, diffusion of Sudan II into the
pure PDMS can be observed. However, in the red ink dyed PDMS no
observable diffusion occurs, even after 15 h of ageing.

Hence, although the filters proposed in this paper does not reach the
-40 dB rejection shown by other authors [HWC+06, JDAS06], the long-
term stability of the filtering characteristics of the ink dyed PDMS filters
proposed here shows these to be a more reliable configuration as compared
to the previously reported PDMS filters based on pigments.

4.2 Active elements

4.2.1 Integrated emitter

Ideal LOC will integrate all the needed parts required for sensing. Par-
ticularly, in optofluidics, the optimal configuration have to integrate the
light source in the photonic system while holding the cost and alignment
requirements at a minimum level. One approach is the implementation of
an external device as small and cheap as possible with the required hard-
ware, e.g., photodetector, light emitter and electronic controllers. Then,
the system is carefully aligned inside [LCM+09] and the measurement is
performed. However, this approach is hardly exportable to different LOC
systems, and therefore an external device would be necessary for almost
every single application.

On the other hand, integration of light emitters in LOC systems is
not trivial, i.e., often need power supplies and IC materials and hybrid
technologies increase LOC fabrication cost and time. Recently the organic
light emitting diodes are offering an alternative, although used materials,
e.g., indium tin oxide (ITO), dramatically increase the cost[KME+13],
hampering their use in disposable systems.

Several works show polymer-based monolithic integration of solid-
state emitters [YWH+00] as well as liquid-state emitters [BJB+06]. In
both cases lasing emission is achieved, even though liquid-state emitters
offer few advantages over solid-state in LOC applications such as shape
flexibility and more easily integrated in optofluidic systems. However,
laser emission is achieved to the detriment of fabrication requirements,
increasing then the cost. Furthermore, lasing emission is a key issue for
interferometric analysis but not in the much more common fluorescence
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or absorbance analysis.
Carregal-Romero et al.[CRLC+12] report a disposable solid-state in-

tegrated monochromatic emitter based on fluorophore-doped xerogel ma-
terial with a length of 5 mm. From an optical point of view, this emitter
is mainly a doped waveguide fabricated using MIMIC technology. More
recently they use the same technology to implement an optofluidic system
with integrated solid-state emitters [CRID+12].

Design

In order to built a disposable, integrated, liquid-state emitter the previ-
ously reported emitter by Carregal-Romero et al. [CRID+12] is used as
starting point due to its low-cost, flexibility and monolithical integration.
A schematic representation is shown in Figure 4.21a.

(a)
(b)

Figure 4.21: Carregal et al. solid-state emitter[CRID+12]. (a) CAD
scheme and (b) ray tracing of fluorescence emission for an excitation light
on the centre of the emitter.

Air mirrors design to improve system efficiency requires additional
justification. The working principle of both air mirrors is schematized
in Figure 4.21b. Concretely, the higher refractive index of PDMS should
allow the total internal reflection of the light travelling from it to the air
mirror with an incidence angle (βi) higher than the critical angle. This
is represented in path A in the figure, where dispersed light beams with
high incidence angles are confined in the LOC system by TIR in the inner
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Figure 4.22: Simulated emission along the X axis for different excitation
spot sizes.

air mirror. In opposition, dispersed light beams with a smaller incidence
angle (path B in the figure) would propagate through the inner flat air
mirror until reaching the saw-tooth area in the outer air mirror. There,
the same conditions as in A holds, resulting in a double reflection at the
PDMS/air interface. As a consequence light beams are redirected inside
the chamber.

In order to improve further the optical performance of the reported
emitters, an emission mapping is simulated using the commercial avail-
able TracePro software, detailed in section 3.2. Two variables have been
considered, the excitation light location and the excitation light spot size.
The total intensity exciting the emitter has been kept constant. In Fig-
ure 4.22 simulated intensities for different spot sizes, i.e., different dis-
tances between excitation fibre and light emitter, and different position
are plotted. As it can be seen, the maximum of intensity at the readout
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is achieved when the excitation light is placed at the end of the emitter
with the smallest excitation spot size, i.e., as close to the emitter as pos-
sible. These results suggest that most of the emitter’s volume does not
contribute to the output power. Therefore, the shape and volume of the
emitter is reshaped to improve the coupling efficiency as well as reducing
the sample volume. Redesigned emitters are cylinders much more com-
pact, with a radius of 500 µm. Air mirror systems is maintained with
small changes to adapt it to the new cylindrical shape, as it can be seen
in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.23: CAD scheme of the redesigned integrated emitter.
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In this chapter several optical elements from Chapter 4 are implemented
in a modular system with fluidic counterparts. Once the modules are
characterized they are plugged together, forming a LOC system, and
tested.

In order to minimize contamination risks LOCs should have a very
low fabrication cost to achieve disposable systems. Besides, LOCs are
designed for very specific applications and every new application requires
a new LOC. Therfore, on the prototyping phase, each chip redesign re-
quires completely new photomasks and masters, increasing the prototyp-
ing costs. Moreover, design and prototyping of new LOCs often require
state of the art fabrication facilities and materials. These drawbacks are
preventing a deep penetration of LOCs in (bio)chemical and medical ap-
plications as already exposed in the introduction section.

Serial fabrication process such as, direct laser writing [HJW+10], give
us interesting tools for rapid prototyping in a maskless process. However,
direct laser writing prototyping hugely increases fabrication time and cost,
may modify the surface chemistry and also produces rougher surfaces
[PTC+02, JRGL01], critical in most optical elements. Hence, its use in
most optofluidic devices is discouraged.

Modular systems offer a promising new landscape on optofluidics to
keep the costs low, give enough flexibility to produce new devices, work
in different applications and easily replace damaged parts. Besides the
prototyping phase, extra flexibility provided by a modular device is spe-
cially interesting for in situ measurements, where many different LOC
systems can be build from few basic pieces, providing a practical solution
for unexpected situations. This idea was used for Edmonds et al. [ESD05]
to introduce the modular architecture on sensor systems. Their concept
was applied to sensors networks rather than several parts of the sensor
itself. Their work was focused on electronics hardware and the control
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software, in a precursor of the so called Internet of things.
In LOC applications, modular systems can be divided in two main

groups, microfluidic, i.e., the modular systems only tackles microfluidic
elements paying few or no attention to sensing counterparts, and com-
plete, i.e., modular systems with microfluidic and detection elements.

The microfluidic group is the most extensive and several examples
can be found in the literature. The first one [GCS98], previous to soft-
lithography techniques, was based on silicon, as it can be seen in Figure
5.1. It consisted on two layer bonded together to create the channel. This
microfluidic modular system was more focused in the interconnection of
the modules than the modules themselves, which is the major concern in
microfluidic modular systems. Soon after, a soda-lime glass modular sys-
tem focused on interconnection of modules was also reported [IAMC02].

Figure 5.1: Silicon modular microfluidic system [GCS98].

Grodzinski el al. [GYLW03] published a microfluidic modular system
based on polycarbonate and fabricated using a milling machine and DLW
techniques. This paper addressed the microfluidic connections as well as
modules design and optimization, e.g., reducing dead volumes, in order
to perform cell pre-concentration and genetic sample preparation. There-
after, several microfluidic modular systems were reported using different
materials, mostly thermoplastics [Yue08, LGVK09, TDK+10, CWH+12].

Simultaneously, Rhee et al. [RB08] presented a PDMS based modu-
lar system. Their system consists of few microfluidic modules done us-
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ing replica moulding technique. The modules, illustrated in Figure 5.2,
are bonded non-permanently to two different substrates, glass or PDMS-
coated glass, achieving inside pressures up to 5 psi.

Figure 5.2: PDMS modular LOC system [RB08].

Figure 5.3: Jigsaw shaped modules [LLDM+11].

In order to increase inner pressure they use PDMS curing agent as
adhesive, achieving pressures of > 30 psi. Nonetheless, modules do not
have any alignment system, limiting channels size. Another PDMS-based
modular systems was presented by Langelier et al. [LLDM+11]. This
system was also based in PDMS microfluidic modules bonded together
over a pre-coated substrate. These modules had a jigsaw shape, as is
detailed in Figure 5.3, to facilitate alignment and bonding between them.
Both system, Rhee’s and Langelier’s, bonded the modules and hence,
there was no possible reconfiguration or replacement of damaged parts.

Few papers claimed for a complete modular system [SK04, GSK+09].
Nevertheless, these LOC systems are not reconfigurable and do not allow
LOC systems design on demand. At the best of our knowledge the first
complete LOC was published by Shaikh et al. [SRG+05]. Their system
consisted in three microfluidic layers, (i) the passive fluidic chip, (ii)
the silicon breadbord and (iii) the active chip. Changing the passive chip
several functions may be realized and multiple chips can be interconnected
to a larger system.
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Figure 5.4: Optical module for light redirection [BMV+13].

Finally, a polymer-based modular sensor has been reported
[BMV+13]. The reported sensor consists of backplane modules that are
magnetically interconnected. “Each backplane module consists of three
virtual layers: 1) a microfluidic backplane layer with fluidic channels and
microvalves; 2) an optical backplane layer with optical fibers and switches;
and 3) an electronic backplane layer with a microcontroller”. The pre-
sented design is very flexible and allows multiple configurations. Nev-
ertheless, fabrication is a manual process with many steps that will be
extremely difficult to automate. In fact, they use 3-mm diameter lenses
to focus the light over 3 home-made mirrors with a total volume of 28
mm3 glued together and mounted over a micromotor, as it can be seen in
Figure 5.4. Besides the fabrication complexity and cost miniaturization
of the reported sensor seems difficult when not impossible.

Therefore, a complete modular systems focused on LOC has not been
presented.
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5.1 Modular design

In order to achieve fully reconfigurability modules, they should not be
bonded together or to a substrate. The design is based in female/male
jigsaw shaped connectors with 4 different configurations, detailed in Fig-
ure 5.5. They are designed to ensure optimal results, i.e., no leaking and
high optical repeatability.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.5: CAD schemes of the SU-8 master of the basic jigsaw female
connectors. The names of the connectors are (a) cross, (b) hook, (c)
rectangle and (d) L connectors.

A set of basic optical and fluidic elements are integrated in different
modules. From an optical point of view, waveguides are required to steer
the light wherever is needed. The integrated waveguides are PDMS struc-
tures surrounded by air mirrors to achieve TIR conditions (Figure 5.6a).

Moreover, an input and output (I/O) optical modules are needed (Fig-
ure 5.6b). The I/O module consist of a collimating lens with a self-
alignment system for the optical fibres, as it is detailed in section 4.1.1.
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(a) Waveguide module. (b) Optical input/output module.

(c) Optical filter module, 500µm-
width, called κ filter.

(d) Optical filter module, 1000µm-
width, called ξ filter

(e) Integrated emitter module.

Figure 5.6: CAD schemes of the basic optical modules.

Two optical filters has been also designed with the only difference of
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the filter width, the 500 µm filter is called κ while the 1000 µm filter is
called ξ, as it can be seen in Figure 5.6c and 5.6d. These optical filters
are not bidirectional due to the relatively large region where the light is
freely propagating. Hence, a funnel shaped waveguide is placed after the
filter to maximize light recollection. The filters are filled using MIMIC
technology (see section 3.3.3) and can be build in situ depending on the
specific needs. Finally, the integrated emitter designed in section 4.2 is
implemented in a module with an integrated waveguide to steer the light
towards other modules (Figure5.6e).

From a fluidic point of view, two different modules are designed.
Firsly, and I/O fluidical port to connectorize an external syringe with
a clamping mechanism to fix the syringe in place (Figure 5.7a). Secondly,
an interrogation mechanism based on the previously reported MIR ar-
chitecture [LWB08]. As it can be seen in Figure 5.7b, waveguides are
added to the reported architecture to avoid the use of optical fibres in
this module.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Fluidic modules, (a) the fluidic I/O and (b) the detection
chamber.

It has to be noted however, that to assure mechanical stability, easy
to fill and leak-free structures, each module consist of two layers, first a
substrate consistent only of a flat PDMS piece with the jigsaw shape and
then, the optofluidic piece, where besides the jigsaw shape, the optofluidic
components are patterned. Afterwards, both pieces, i.e., substrate and
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optofluidic pieces, are bonded together as detailed in section 3.3.2.

5.2 Fabrication

Modular fabrication techniques is also based in soft-lithography. However,
modules fabrication is slightly different than the rest of the cases studied
in this Thesis. Each module is made from two different masters. One
master is simply a substrate with the jigsaw connectors and the other has
the same contour, including the inner optofluidic parts i.e., lenses, fluidic
channels, waveguides, etc.

The substrate master is a single layer master (see section 3.3.1) with
total thickness of 250 µm. The exact parameters to fabricate it are: SU-
8 2050 spinned at ω = 750 rpm and soft-baked during t = 3 h. After
that, the wafer is exposed with a dose of E = 450 mJ/cm2 and developed
during 9 min.

Contrary, the master with optofluidic components is a two layers mas-
ter. The first layer defines the optofluidic patterns while the second pro-
vides a frame used to planarize the PDMS. The first level is defined using
SU-8 2050 spinned at ω = 750 rpm, soft-baked during t = 3 h and ex-
posed to a E = 450 mJ/cm2. Then the second layer, of SU-8 2050, is
spinned at ω = 750 rpm, soft-baked for t = 3 hand exposed to a dose of
E = 450 mJ/cm2. Finally, the master is developed in a chemical bath for
15 min.

Once the PDMS replicas are made the fluidic ports are open and
then both replicas are bonded together through oxygen plasma surface
activation, as detailed in section 3.3.2. In Figure 5.8 the bonding process
of the waveguide modules is detailed. In the left hand side the substrate
is aligned with the optofluidic counterpart and pressed together. In order
to facilitate the alignment a drop of water is place between both replicas.

Filters fabrication require a MIMIC step as detailed in section 3.3.3.
The polymer used in this case is doped sol gel obtained following the
recipe detailed in section 3.1.
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Figure 5.8: Bonding of the substrate and the optofluidic parts for the
waveguide module.

5.3 Characterization

5.3.1 Jigsaw

In order to chose between different connectors shapes (5.5), three param-
eters are considered:

1. Peel off, i.e., difficulty to peel off the replica from the master without
structural damage.

2. Fluidic connection tightness, i.e., leaking of the fluid through the
connector.

3. Optical connection repeatability, i.e., optical variations when the
modules are separated and connected again.
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Table 5.1: Connectors characterization.

Connector Peel off Fluidic tightness Optical repeatability

cross - > 60% +
hook - < 40% -

rectangle + > 70% +
L - < 30% +

The results, shown in table 5.1, greatly varies between connectors.
All of them but rectangle have peel off problems and some replicas are
broken. Regarding fluidic tightness, the rectangle offers the best perfor-
mance. Finally, optical operation of the connectors is more similar with
good repeatability except for hook connector that shows a standard de-
viation bigger than 50%. With these results the chosen connector is the
rectangular.

5.3.2 Light guides

First of all, an optical characterization of insertion and propagation losses
of waveguides is needed. Characterization is done with an intensity mea-
surement set up as detailed in section 3.5 using the λ = 635 nm laser
source and 200 µm optical fibres. The fibres are connected to the optical
I/O module. Between both I/O modules a different number of waveguide
modules can be fitted. The schematic configuration is shown in Figure 5.9.

In order to calculate the insertion (Li) and propagation (Lp) losses,
three different longitudes are needed. The total length of the waveguide
is increased by simply introducing more waveguide modules between the
Optical I/O modules. For each length the measured intensity is recorded
and ploted in Figure 5.10. The linear regression results are,

I = d · (−12± 2) · 10−3 + (46± 4) · 101, with R2 = 0.97.

Then, experimental results are Li = 5.45 dB and Lp = 3.06 dB/cm.

Insertion losses are relatively high, mainly due to cylindrical lenses
limitations. Cylindrical lenses are only able to collimate in the XY plane
and therefore, most of the light is lost. Propagation loses are acceptable
and similar to other PDMS waveguides with results of between 3.1 and
2.9 dB/cm [AfFM10].
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Figure 5.9: Configuration of a waveguide module between optical I/O
modules.
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Figure 5.10: Experimental insertion and propagation losses using up to
three waveguide modules.
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5.3.3 Integrated filters

After that, a characterization of the filters is done. The setup is practi-
cally the same than for waveguides, only changing the waveguide modules
for the filter module and substituting the powermeter for an spectopho-
tometer (ocean optics QE65000).
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Figure 5.11: Filters absrobance, in arbitrary units, against wavelength.

Absorbance measurements can be seen in Figure 5.11. The absorbance
peaks match the theoretical ones except for the PR, where a displacement
from the theoretical 515 nm to 464 nm is observed. This displacement
may be due to an inefficient pH control, with the consequent absorbance
peak shift, or a defective PR sample, which will also explain the observed
low absorbance values for this dye. For QY dye the absorbance for both
filters length are really similar, which suggest that the filter, with the
used concentration, has already achieved its maximum absorbance value
on the shorter filter. On the other hand, CV filter has a huge change
between κ and ξ filters. In fact, ξ filter achieve the maximum absorbance
value.

The filters are demonstrated good optical capabilities and keep the
fabrication requirements and costs low. Moreover, the filters can be easily
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adapted to other polymers and dyes, increasing their flexibility.

5.3.4 Liquid state-emitter

Once the emitter is redesigned and filled with the solution specified in sec-
tion 3.3.3, the characterization is performed using the emission mapping
set-up, detailed in section 3.5 with λ = 405 nm light source. Excitation
optical fibre is the smallest one, i.e., 50 µm-core, in order to obtain the
finest mapping resolution possible.

Figure 5.12: Recorded intensity (a.u.) at λ =479.6 nm. Scan using motor
steps of 40 µm and spectrophotometer integration time of 400 ms/step.
In the top half a CAD emitter design is over impressed.

Results of the intensity mapping, at fluorescence emission wavelength
of λ = 479.6 nm, are plotted in Figure 5.12. As it can be seen, intensity
distribution has a circular profile with a diameter of ∼1100 µm, which is
consistent with emitter shape. Nevertheless, this circular intensity dis-
tribution is only a foggy shape, the maximum intensity peak is clearly
located at the edge of the circle, at the closest region of the light recollec-
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tion area. Such result indicates that only the closest region to the light
recollection area contributes significantly to the output power. There-
fore, the emitter dimensions could be reduced even more, reducing also
the fluorophore volume needed.

5.3.5 Optofluidic Modular system

Once the optical modules have been characterized individually a more
complex setup, with up to 4 modules combined together, is built to mea-
sure absorbance of a CV solution. The used modules are: two I/O optical
modules, one I/O fluidic module and one MIR module, fitted as shown
in Figure 5.13

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Scheme (a) and composed picture (b) of the final modular
characterization.

A white light source (HL-2000, Ocean Optics) has been coupled to a
230 µm optical fiber, the optical fiber has been fixed into one of the I/O
optical modules. An identical optical fiber has been fixed on the other
I/O module and connected to an spectrophotometer (QE 65000, Ocean
Optics).
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Experimental results of absorbance measurements of different CV so-
lutions are plotted in Figure 5.14
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Figure 5.14: Absorbance measurements of CV at λ = 600 nm for different
concentrations.

The obtained linear regression is,

A = C(9.1± 0.2) · 10−3 + (−8± 5) · 10−3, with R2 = 0.996.

The limit of detection obtained with the modular absorbance set up
is LOD = 1.53 ± 0.04µM, similar to that obtained with monolithical
systems [LWB08]. These results validate the presented modular system
for LOC applications.
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In this chapter, a highly integrated optofluidic system for spectrometric
analysis of monodisperse microdroplets is presented. This chapter is the
result of a short stage fellowship in Albanova University Centrum, Stock-
holm, Sweden, under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Helene Andersson-
Svahn.

6.1 Microfluidic

Microdroplets are colloids resulting from the breakup of one liquid phase
in another, typically in the presence of surfactants. A colloid can be
easily achieved simply mixing oil and water. Nonetheless, monodispersity
was not achieved until 2000 [UPW00], although, following a protocol not
suitable for miniaturization.

In 2001, a new device to generate monodisperse microdroplets with
a droplet size variation lower than 1% was presented [TRAQ01]. Water
(aqueous phase) and oil with surfactant (oil phase) were mixed together in
a T-juntion. Droplets were formed when the water pressure is lower than
the oil pressure (more detailed explanation can be found in section2.2.2).

Since then, monodisperse microdroplets, microdroplets from now on,
has been used in a wide range of applications for (bio)-chemical analy-
sis. Microdroplets have three key features; (i) Monodispersity that allows
quantitative and statistical measurements, (ii) high-throughput with typ-
ical droplet generation rates between 0.1 and 10kHz [MEM+12] and (iii)
compartmentalization, where reactions [MBB+09], bacterial [BLKI08],
human cells [WCD+13] or even living organisms [CTLB+08] could be
isolated. Microdroplets have been used for single cell encapsulation, ma-
nipulation and analysis [JA12] as well. Microdroplets also offers an easy
way to solve the mixing problem, as can be seen in Figure 6.1. Once
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Figure 6.1: Reported mixing process for monodisperse micro-
droplets [SI03].

droplets are formed, a simple U-shaped microchannel of few micrometers
long is enough to mix their content, as can be seen in Figure 7.2b.

Nowadays a myriad of tools for forming [vSKD+13], fusing [CDX+12]
and sorting [HYSS12] microdroplets have been reported.

Regarding detection mechanism three main methods have been used:

Mass spectrometry is a label-free detection method for both, chemical
and biological reactions [FWR+09]. However, integration of this
method for microdroplets detection instead of continuous flow is
challenging and increase the complexity and cost of the final LOC.

Electrochemical detection method is inexpensive and also label-free
[FYE+12]. Nevertheless, it is hampered by the use of an elec-
trochemically active reactant and only interacts with the droplet
interface.

Fluorescence detection is a widely used method for droplet detection
and allows sensitive, ulta-fast and localized information in a quanti-
tative manner. Nevertheless, the setup requires an inverted micro-
scope, labelled droplets to produce laser-induced fluorescence and
usually a high speed CCD camera, making the setup bulky and
relatively expensive. Therefore, a fast-response, label-free and in-
expensive detection method is required.
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The system here presented aims to improve current detection methods
by defining a system able to perform optical detection, i.e., fluorescence
or absorbance measurements, with a couple of integrated optical fibres.
Such system prevent the use of microscopes and then, reduce cost and
size of the setup.

6.2 Design

In order to generate and measure single droplets (∼65 pL) at generation
ratios between 40 and 1000 Hz two LOC are designed.

Both LOCs are based on a 3 layer master. The bottom layer has a
thickness of 45 µm and is the droplet generation layer. This layer contains
the T-junction to form the droplets. Droplet sizes are determined by the
dimensions of this layer, which is designed to produce droplets of Ø= 50
µm. The droplet detection layer has a thickness of 90 µm and it contains
the detection region. Since droplets are less dense than the surrounding
liquid, they experience buoyancy forces. New droplet position, on top of
the channel, should match the optical fibre core position, ensuring a good
alignment between droplet and light, to maximize detection. Finally, the
top layer is 125 µm thick and this is the layer for optical components
such as collimation lenses, integrated filters and the insertion of optical
fibres. For clarification purposes a schematic view of the device is shown
in Figure 6.2.

These two LOCs are designed to make the device suitable for working
in fluorescence or absorbance regimes and hence both LOCs have colli-
mation cylindrical lenses to minimize diffraction losses. In fluorescence
measurements (Figure 6.3a) the filtering of excitation light is a key issue,
and for this reason integrated, polymer based, optical filters (sec. 4.1.3)
are included in the device. Moreover, light injection and light recollection
are placed at 90◦ to minimize the noise generated by the excitation light.
This LOC is called π/2.

On the other hand, the absorbance measurements requires to col-
lect as much light as possible in the output optical fibre. Therefore,
180◦ configuration is designed. This LOC is called π. Optical fibres are
placed perpendicular to main channel in order to reduce the distance
between the injection and recollection optical fibres, as it is shown in
Figure 6.3b.
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(a) Cross section of the LOC.

(b) Top view of the LOC.

Figure 6.2: Cross section and top view of the 3 layers master. Orange
zone corresponds to droplet generation, with a thickness of 45 µm, blue
zone is the droplet detection layer, with a total thickness of 90 µm and
red zone delimits the optical layer, with a total thickness of 125 µm.

6.3 Fabrication

Droplet LOC master is the most complex and require 3 layers. Details of
fabrication can be seen in section 3.3.1. In table 6.1 the main parameters
are detailed for every layer.
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(a) Schematic view of X-LOC. (b) Schematic view of T-LOC.

Figure 6.3: Top view of X and T LOCs. The pink region is the droplet
generation region (45 µm), yellow channel is the detection region (90 µm)
and finally the blue parts are the optical layer (125 µm).

Table 6.1: Droplet genration master fabrication parameters for every
layer. Development time of the wafer is t = 7min.

Layer SU-8 ω (rpm) t (h) E (mJ/cm2)

Generation 2025 1750 1 150
Interrogation 2025 2250 1 150

Optics 2025 2250 1 150

PDMS replicas are done following the same procedure reported in sec-
tion 3.3.2 with a total PDMS thickness of 4 mm. This extra thickness
ensures a good grip between the I/O reservoirs and the tubing, preventing
fluid leaking and pressure changes. After that, openings (inlets and out-
lets) of 0.75 mm are done using Harris Uni-core biopsy punches. Finally,
the inner surface of the LOC is treated by Aquapel (Pittsburgh Glass
Works LLC, USA) to increase channel hydrophobicity and thus reducing,
droplet coalescence.

6.4 Results & Discussion

In this section three main setups are considered. The first one, from now
standard set up, consist of an inverted microscope, a laser excitation light
source (Cobolt Calypso 491 nm, Sweden) and a Photomultiplier Tube
(PMT) (Hamamatsu H5784-20, Japan). On the other hand, second and
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third setups, also known as π/2 and π, are basically the spectral response
set up (see section 3.5) using 125 µm optical fibres to connect the optical
input and output and USB200+ spectrophotometer. The main difference
between them is the relative position of the fibres, while for π/2 the fibres
are orthogonal, for π the fibres are faced. In Figure 6.4 the π set up is
clearly seen.

6.4.1 Standard set up versus new LOCs

A first set of experiments were designed to measure the speed, size and
number of droplets. For the standard setup the aqueous phase is a 100
µM fluorescein solution, while for π and π/2 the aqueous phase is pure
water. It is noteworthy that detection of unlabelled droplets, i.e., pure
water droplets, is not possible with the standard set up.

In accordance to Anna et al. [ABS03], the flow quotient between
aqueous flow rate (Qaq) and oil flow rate (Qoil) may change droplet
size and frequency. To reduce the number of parameters to consider
it is fixed at Qaq/Qoil = 0.1. Droplet size depends on flow rate. In
Figure 6.5, droplets of different sizes for different Qaq are shown. For
low Qaq the experimental frequency is smaller than theoretical one, and
hence, droplets size are bigger than the expected droplet size. Theo-
retical values are calculated assuming constant hydrodynamic resistance
and constant droplet size (50 µm). These assumptions are a simplifica-
tion [ABS03, XLTL08, VBvdE+09] of the real case but give us a valuable
approximation.

When comparing theoretical droplet generation frequency with exper-
imental results, shown in Figure 6.6a, one can see that Qaq = 100 µL/h is
the most similar result between theoretical and experimental data, sug-
gesting a droplet size very close to the expected 50 µm. On the other
hand, droplets for flow rates lower than 100 µL/h are bigger than 50 µm
and droplets generated at Qaq = 200 µL/h are smaller than that.

Comparing the measured droplet frequency using the standard and
the π/2 and π configuration setups, plotted in Figure 6.6b, one can see
how all setups give similar results. The coincidence of the results validate
our setups to optically detect unlabelled droplets for the first time.

However, is noteworthy that the flow rate limit for π/2 and π con-
figurations is around 50 µL/h. At higher generation frequencies droplets
are too fast to detect them with the presented setups. The observed
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Figure 6.4: Droplet detection set up. Is the same picture showed in
section 3.5.

flow rate limit is caused by two main reasons: (i) the spectrometer can
only record an entire spectrum every 2 ms and then the theoretical de-
tection limit is 500 droplets/s or, corresponding to aqueous flow rate of
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(a) Qaq = 5 µL/h. (b) Qaq = 15 µL/h. (c) Qaq = 25 µL/h.

(d) Qaq = 50 µL/h. (e) Qaq = 100 µL/h. (f) Qaq = 200 µL/h.

Figure 6.5: Pictures of the actual droplet size at different flow rates.

Qaq = 100 µL/h, and (ii) the presented setups are not able to properly
detect when more than one droplet is passing through the optical path.
This situation can be seen in Figure 6.7. When a single droplet passes
through the detection optical path on the π (Figure 6.7a), the measured
intensity abruptly decays due to scattering produced in the aqueous/oil
interface. In Figure 6.7b each intensisty valley corresponds to a single
droplet measurement.

On the other hand, when more than one droplet are simultaneously
placed on the detection optical path (Figure 6.7c) the measured intensity
shows an average pattern (Figure 6.7d) and then single droplet detection
is no longer possible. This circumstance limits the maximum droplet
detection frequency.

In Figure 6.8 the measured intensity of the π/2 setup with pure water
droplets can be seen. π/2 configuration has sharp peaks when the droplet
is detected and a low background noise. These peaks in the π/2 LOC
are due to excitation light scattered at the droplet oil/water interface.
Significant differences in peaks intensity is observed, these differences may
be due to uncontrolled screening position respect the droplet, i.e., we do
not know if the screening is taking place at the centre of the droplet,
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(a) Droplet generation frequency for different aqueous flow rates. The theoret-
ical values are calculated assuming constant droplet size of 50 µm in diameter.
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(b) Results of droplets generation frequencies at different flow rates for the
three studied setups.

Figure 6.6: Frequency of droplet generation at different aqueous flow rates
(Qaq) detected by different setups.
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(a) A single drop passing through the
detection optical path.
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(b) Intensity results of water droplets
detection at λ = 620.14 nm using the
π configuration for a single droplet.

(c) Multiple drops passing simultane-
ously through the detection optical
path.
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(d) Results of water droplets detec-
tion at λ = 620.14 nm using the π
configuration for multiple droplets.

Figure 6.7: Pictures and typical recorded spectrum for single or multiple
droplet detection.

with low scattering effects, or at the side, with scattering effects more
noticeable. Summarizing, detection of pure water droplets for both, π and
π/2 configurations, clearly suggest that we are detecting scattered light,
validating a label-free, highly integrated optical detection mechanism.

6.4.2 pH measurements

Once the droplet detection is ensured on π and π/2 configurations our
next goal is the detection of droplet content. In many biological appli-
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Figure 6.8: Intensity results of water droplets against time. Detection at
λ = 620.14 nm using the π/2 configuration.

cations involving cell culture, pH of the medium is a key issue. Optical
pH measurements are based in absorbance of a pH indicator and then,
π configuration is the selected one. Firstly, a calibration curve for differ-
ent bromothymol blue concentrations in continuous flow, as detailed in
section 3.1, is performed. Continuous flow offers an important increase
of interaction length when compared to single droplets, since the whole
light beam width interacts with the solution. The results are shown in
Figure 6.9, absorbance spectrum at three different concentrations, 250,
750 and 1000 µM, are plotted. Water is used as reference.

when calculating the linear regression of bromothymol blue absorbance
(λ = 620nm) the equation obtained is:

A = C(25± 2) · 10−6 + (−3± 1) · 10−3, with R2 = 0.99.

with a limit of detection of LOD = (12 ± 1) · 10 µM. This result clearly
suggest a linear relation between concentration and absorbance, in good
agreement with Lambert-Beer’s law (see sec. 2.1.3).

Once the linear correlation in continuous flow detection of droplet
content is attempted. Light beam interaction with droplets is significantly
smaller than in the continuous flow case. Hence, bigger LOD is expected.
In order to calculate absorbance the reference signal is the flat region
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Figure 6.9: Absorbance results of bromothymol blue continuous flow at 3
different concentrations using π LOC.

between valleys observed in Figure 6.7b, which corresponds to no droplet
situation, and intensity registered on the bottom of the valley links with
the droplet measurement situation. The obtained linear regression is
detailed below.

A = C(8± 1) · 10−6 + (12± 1) · 10−3, with R2 = 0.96.

obtaining a LOD = (38 ± 5) · 10 µM. As expected the results are worse
than those in continuous flow. Nonetheless, strong linear correlation be-
tween bromothymol blue concentration and absorbance suggest that light
absorption is taking place inside the droplets. However, LOD of our set
up is 380 µM, far from state of the art results of few nM, but it provides
the first experimental evidence of inner droplet medium quantification
using a highly integrated optofluidic system.
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7 | Fluidically Controled Op-
tical Router

In this chapter a highly integrable fluidically controlled optical router
(FCOR) for optofluidic systems is presented. Along the chapter, the
prototyping process is explained. Already reported routers are analysed
in order to improve them for LOC applications. After that, a new FCOR
is designed and simulated. Then, the FCOR is fabricated using soft-
lithography techniques and finally, it is characterized and combined with
a previous LOC for multi-analyte detection. This work is the result of
a collaboration between IMB-CNM, CSIC, and IMTEK, University of
Freiburg.

7.1 Optical routers

Nowadays, LOC applications are becoming extremely sophisticated anal-
ysis platforms requiring statistical analysis [GLI+11], multiple control
points [DVPA+11, WSK+14] (Figure 7.1) and several wavelengths in or-
der to achieve a reliable analysis performance [DvWB+10, JWL13].

However, integration of many readout systems and light sources at
different LOC points is very complex. For instance, Carlborg et al.
[CGK+10] used diffraction gratings, MMI splitter and a set of 8 detec-
tors to insert, split and detect light obtaining a simultaneous measure
of up to 6 fluidic channels at once. However, diffraction gratings and
MMI splitters are strongly wavelength dependent and require very pre-
cise fabrication technologies (sub-micron). Other groups used even more
complex setups requiring several external optical elements such as beam
splitters and lenses. Furthermore, their working wavelength is limited to
the range between 700-850 nm [RDF+13]. An easily integrable optical
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Figure 7.1: Picture of a LOC with 34 optical channels [DVPA+11].

router could solve these drawbacks providing an automatic way to switch
between light sources, readout systems or control points.

Nonetheless, the overwhelming majority of optical routers are applied
on telecommunications. Telecommunications routers have switching fre-
quencies on the order of GHz, but they are not suitable for LOC appli-
cations due to their cost (∼1 ke), working wavelengths regime, focused
at λ = 1550nm with a maximum wavelength range of ∆λ = ± 50nm
[WPW+02] and fabrication technologies, mainly limited to CMOS com-
patible devices.

Few commercial optical routers (e.g., OSWxx-yyyyE from Thorlabs or
MPM-2000 Optical Multiplexer from Ocean Optics) are available at wave-
lengths outside telecommunications range, i.e., at λ = 1550 nm. Their
wavelength working range is of ∼200 nm in the spectral region included
from 200 nm to 1650 nm, depending on the chosen model. Nonethe-
less, their switching frequencies are limited (≤ 6.5 Hz). Moreover, these
commercial routers are expensive and not integrable in LOC systems.

In the literature, several integrated optical routers and switches can
be found. Regarding optofluidic switches, Nguyen et al. [NKGL07] used
an hydrodynamic flow control to steer a liquid-core/liquid-cladding (L2)
waveguide and then, choosing the output optical channel. Seow et al.
[SLL09] used hydrodynamic flow control to modify the reflection position
and hence, switching between optical channels (Figure 7.2a). In both
cases, 3 different fluidic flows, precisely controlled, were needed in order
to obtain switching frequency of 3.3 and 1.56 Hz for Nguyen and Seow
respectively.

Song et al. [SP11] presented a pneumatically tunable 2x2 optical
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2: router schemes reported by (a) Seow et al. and (b) Song et
al.

switch with a single fluidic flow control needed. They had two parallel
channels in close proximity, one of them was filled with air, which serve
as switchable air-gap mirror, and the other one with a liquid. When the
liquid pressure was increased the PDMS wall starts to deform until the
air-gap collapsed, Figure 7.2b. Song et al. achieved switching frequencies
of 5 Hz.

Regarding optofluidical routers, Fouquet [Fou00] reported a 4x4 planar
optofluidic router with fast switching frequencies of 1 kHz. The working
principle was based in total internal reflection at air bubbles generated by
thermal actuators. This router can be extended to 32x32 configuration.
However, it was thermally controlled and the thermal actuator was fabri-
cated on a separate system bonded to a silica waveguide chip, increasing
the costs and technological complexity.

Groisman et al. [GZC+08] reported a 1x4 router based on RI changes
of a liquid over a diffraction grating. This optofluidic router had a good
switching frequency of ∼ 18.2 Hz. Nonetheless, RI change requires 4
liquids with different RI in order to allow the optical switching. Besides,
the optical router worked in an out of plane configuration, complicating
the integration in LOC applications.

Recently an optofluidic router based on EWOD has been presented
[MKLZ13]. EWOD actuators are used to precisely control a water/oil
interface which act as a mirror when the TIR conditions are fulfilled. Due
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to EWOD actuators, LOC fabrication complexity, cost and response time
highly increase, achieving switching frequencies between 0.3 and 0.6 Hz.

All reported optical routers require non-standard technologies dramat-
ically increasing fabrication costs and time, thus preventing their integra-
tion in optofluidic systems. Consequently, an integrable, compact, large
spectrum working range, fluidically controled optical router has been de-
signed, fabricated and characterized in this thesis.

Router fabrication is based in soft-lithography and it is build entirely
with PDMS and air, fulfilling the requirements of robustness, reliabil-
ity, low cost and wide optical working regime. The working principle
of the router is based on both, phaseguides (sec. 2.2.1) and air mirrors
(sec. 2.1.1). In fact, phaseguides allow the formation of air mirrors. Each
air mirror reflects the light to a specific output optical channel. Using
phaseguides as mirrors, a final device fabricated using replica moulding
and actuated using a single fluidic flow is here presented.

7.2 Design & Fabrication

7.2.1 Design

In Figure 7.3 a schematic view of the device can be seen. Cylindrical lenses
are added to the structure in order to collimate the light, increasing the
light amount reaching the output optical channel. Self-alignment systems
are included to ensure the alignment between the optical fibres and the
lenses. Output optical channels are numbered from right to left and
the input optical channel is labelled as channel 0 (ch 0). On the other
hand, fluidic input and output channels are labelled as inlet and outlet
respectively. Embeded phaseguides can be seen in the main microfluidic
chamber (Figure 7.3).

The presented router design addresses two main topics, optics and
microfluidics. From a microfluidic point of view, phaseguides previously
reported [VMA+06] are implemented. Detailed at the bottom left corner
of Figure 7.3, a scheme of the phaseguides is shown. They are significantly
taller (110 µm in a channel of 125 µm, 88%) than the ones presented by
Vulto et al. (25%) and are suspended 10 µm over the glass substrate.
Presented phaseguides limit the meniscus pinning effect to the bottom of
the chamber, avoiding possible uncontrolled lensing effects.

Since the phaseguides are fixed elements, and hence, the incident light
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Figure 7.3: Schematic view of the LOC. The optical channels are num-
bered and the phaseguides clearly pointed.

angle is constant at each phaseguide, TIR conditions do not depend on
the PDMS refractive index and are only limited by the RI of the liq-
uid used to fill the chamber. A detailed scheme of the light behaviour
on a phaseguide tilted 45◦ with respect to the incident light beam can
be seen in Figure 7.4. The precise mathematical analysis is detailed in
equation 7.1.

nl sin 45◦ = nPDMS sin β2

nPDMS sin β2 = 1

}
nl =

1

sin 45◦ =
√

2 ≈ 1.4142 (7.1)

In order to demonstrate the described behaviour the first phaseguide
angle is placed at 45◦(channel 1). The rest of the phaseguide angles
are bigger than the critical angle when the filling liquid is water (θc =
48.61) and different enough to avoid light in more than one output optical
channel at any time, thus avoiding cross-talking between channels. Hence,
phaseguide angles are 50, 55, 60, 70 and 75◦for channels from 2 to 6
respectively.

The presented design has two main advantages. Firstly, it reduces
the fabrication costs and complexity allowing soft-lithography fabrication
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Figure 7.4: Schematic representation of the light behaviour on the first
phaseguide (45◦).

techniques, where only two photolithographic steps are required for the
master definition. Secondly, the liquid/air meniscus is much smaller and
attached to the bottom, far from the optical path. This is important
because meniscus pinning effect generates hardly controlled liquid/air
meniscus shape changes [GW05]. These meniscus shape changes could
act as unstable lenses, preventing then a controlled and repetitive final
FCOR.

From an optical point of view, different elements, i.e., self-alignment
systems, collimating lenses and air mirrors, detailed in section 4.1, has
been included in the final design. In this case, the phaseguides play
the role of air mirrors. Once the liquid achieve the breaking pressure
and fills the next reservoir, the following phaseguide becomes the mirror
interface. For simulating the optical performance of the developed FCOR,
ray-tracing was performed for a single wavelength of λ = 550 nm, using
the commercial tool ZEMAX. Cylindrical lenses at the input and output
optical channels were modeled by biconic lens elements with constant
radius of curvature. For PDMS, a refractive index of n = 1.420 was
assumed [SBP+11].

The coupling efficiencies were calculated as follows. Using the non-
sequential mode of ZEMAX, 100.000 rays were emitted from the end facet
of the input fibre with a numerical aperture NA = 0.22, traced through the
system taking into account Fresnel reflections losses at various interfaces,
and the optical power at the end facet of the output fibre was detected,
considering 0.22 as the NA of the output fibre. Coupling efficiencies are
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Figure 7.5: Simulated ray tracing propagation for channel 2 output.

very low due to the fabrication limitations (i.e., cylindrical lenses). In
other words, part of the optical efficiency has been sacrificed in order to
keep the fabrications costs as low as possible.

Table 7.1: Simulated coupled efficiencies for every channel.

Ch. Coupling efficiency (%)
1 (1.7± 0.1) · 10−2

2 (8.2± 0.1) · 10−2

3 (6.8± 0.2) · 10−2

4 (4.4± 0.4) · 10−2

5 (3.9± 0.3) · 10−2

6 (2.2± 0.2) · 10−2

Simulations also shows that for channel 2 the TIR conditions are not
fulfilled and some of the incident rays are not reflected. This behaviour
can be seen in Figure 7.5 as rays propagating through air once they have
reached the second phaseguide. This fraction of refracted rays may be
due to a non perfect collimation of the lenses, changing the incident angle
and then the TIR conditions.
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7.2.2 Fabrication

FCOR master fabrication is a two level master, the parameter of every
layer are detailed on table 7.2. The phaseguide layer define the distance
between the phaseguide and the glass substrate, while the optics layer
define the total thickness of the lenses, self-alignment systems and mi-
crofluidic channel.

Table 7.2: FCOR master fabrication parameters for every layer. Devel-
opment time of the wafer is t = 4min.

Layer SU-8 ω (rpm) t (min) E (mJ/cm2)

Phaseguide 2005 1750 20 110
Optics 2050 2250 60 150

7.3 Results

Results are divided in two parts, the first part is a complete characteriza-
tion of the device and the second part is the use of the FCOR for parallel
measurement of glucose and lactate in a real rat serum samples with a
single microspectrophotometer.

7.3.1 Characterization

Characterization of the final device is performed starting with a test of
air mirrors and phaseguides. In order to check them, two situations have
been studied. Firstly, water at both sides of the phaseguide to switch off
the desired optical channel and secondly, water on the incident light side
and air on the other side to switch on the channel. Both situations are
illustrated in Figure 7.6a and Figure 7.6b respectively.

The experimental set up consists of a laser light source (λ = 532
nm) connected to channel 0 and the powermeter as a readout system. In
Figure 7.7 one can observe the measured intensity against the optical path
length of four different data sets. These 4 data sets are: (i) Simulations
results; Experimental results, (ii) Water in both sides of the phaseguide
(labeled as W-W), i.e., switch off situation. Then, two different regimes
for the switch on situation, i.e., air at the outer side of the phaseguide and
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.6: Testing situations of phaseguides for (a) switch off and
(b)switch on.

water in the inner, (iii) Maximum coupling and (iv) minimum coupling
efficiencies.

Figure 7.7: Intensity measured as function of output channel position for
four different data sets. Error bars show the standard deviation of five
repetitive measurements (95% confidence interval).

Experimentally we observe that once the liquid reaches the phase-
guides, the maximum intensity value is obtained. Then, the liquid pres-
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sure gradually increases until it reaches the breaking pressure. While the
pressure increases, the valve of the output intensity has been measured to
decreases. Such behaviour may be due to deformations of the phaseguide
at higher pressures. For instance, overpressure could tilt the phaseguide,
generating an slightly tilted mirror, which reduce the coupling efficiency.

In order to check this hypothesis, optical simulations with tilted phase-
guides on channel 4 show coupling efficiencies of 0.44, 0.40, 0.38 and 0.22
% for tilting angles of 0, 1, 2 and 4o respectively. These 50% losses be-
tween the tilted and not-tilted situations matches with the experimental
results (Figure 7.7), suggesting that this is indeed the case.

Both data sets, maximum and minimum, are obtained at different liq-
uid pressures and then, one can avoid the tilting effects simply controlling
the applied pressure. Therefore, from now, coupling efficiencies will be
always at its maximum values i.e., no tilting effects. Finally, W-W results
show a perfect predictable result since the air mirrors were not active.

As explained in section 7.2.1 and predicted by simulations, the first
optical channel (δ = 2225 µm) shows the lower coupling efficiency. The
low coupling efficiency is due to the non-fulfilled TIR conditions. Hence,
the light reaching output channel is due to Fresnel reflection.

In order to check the theoretical result obtained from equation 7.1,
i.e., TIR condition only depends on the refractive index of the liquid
used to fill the chamber, a battery of calcium chloride (CaCl2) solutions
at different concentrations, from 0 until 6 M, is used. CaCl2 RI linearly
depends on the concentration [Hay13] and provide a simple way to change
the RI of the liquid. In our case RI that will ensure TIR is nl = 1.4142.
Meanwhile, the intensity of the laser light source (λ = 532 nm) has been
continuously measured with the powermeter. As can be seen in Figure 7.8,
measured intensities present an step function with a threshold value of
1.4099 ± 0.0002 RIU. The coincidence between theoretical and experi-
mental results (difference of 4.3 · 10−3 RIU or 0.3%) not only confirms the
working principle of the air mirrors but also the robustness and precision
of the whole system.

Finally, a determination of the switching time of our device is carried
out. For this characterization two different lasers are connected through
105µm-core optical fibres (λ1 = 532 nm for channel 4 and λ2 = 635 nm for
channel 1) and the channel 0 is connected to a microspectrophotometer.
Then the router has been completely filled and emptied 5 times at each
flow rate.
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Figure 7.8: Channel 1 intensity response for different RI of the active
liquid. Error bars show the standard deviation of five repetitive measure-
ments (95% confidence interval).

The results are shown in Figure 7.9. The inset shows the intensity
peaks of both wavelengths against time. Measuring the distance between
peaks one can easily calculate the time needed to switch between optical
channels. As can be seen, there is some background from 640 nm (channel
1) where the 537 nm peak (channel 4) is located. The slight differences
between nominal and detected wavelengths, 5 nm, may be due to a non
perfect microspectrometer calibration. This background, called cross-
talk, is defined as:

cross-talk = −20 · log
I0
I1

(7.2)

where I0 is the intensity peak in channel 1 (λ = 640 nm) and I1 is
the background noise in channel 1 . The calculated cross-talk for this two
channels is -12 ± 2 dB, which is an acceptable result with typical values
on ranges between -16 and -21 dB [JYZ+11, HQY+11].

FCOR characterization has showed wide range of wavelength work-
ing regime and low cross-talk between channels validating the router for
applications where multiplexing is a must.

Switching times (s) as function of flow rates (Q) are plotted in Fig-
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ure 7.9. A two phase exponential decay regression is made

s = (28± 4) · 10 · e−(0.02±0.003)Q + (152± 9) · 10 · e−(0.13±0.01)Q + (49± 5),

with R2 = 0.9994. This result stablish a theoretical switching frequency
limit (49 ± 5 ms or 20 ± 2 Hz), that may be due to fluidic resistance
at the input microfluidic channel as well as to microfluidic chamber vol-
ume. With smaller volumes the switching frequency may be significantly
improved.
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Figure 7.9: Switching time against flow rate. Inset the intensity as time
function at input wavelengths Error bars show the standard deviation of
five repetitive measurements (95% confidence interval).

Switching time experiment also demonstrates that FCOR can be used
in both ways, as 1 to N channels in order to, for example, choose between
several different readout devices (powemeter, spectrometer, etc.) as well
as N to 1 to select among many different light sources with small cross-
talk.

It is noteworthy that using two FCOR integrated in a LOC we are
able to select the light source as well as the detection mechanism in an
automatic and controlled way.
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7.3.2 Parallel measurement of analytes in real rat
serum samples

As prof of concept the router has been connectorized to 2 Multiple Inter-
nal Reflection (MIR) LOCs [LDJ+10] in order to provide a new method
for parallel optical measurements of glucose and lactate in real rat serum
samples. Lactate levels in blood indicates whether the organism has al-
ready consumed most of the glucose reserves and when the physical exer-
cise regime changes from aerobic to anaerobic. Parallel measurements of
glucose and lactate will provide clear image of this exercise regime change,
and therefore when the studied subject should eat a glucose supplement
or change reduce the physical effort. This method could be extended to
simultaneously measure of as many oxidase-reductase enzymes as optical
channels in the router. A detailed scheme of the setup is detailed in Fig-
ure 7.10. As it can be seen, with a single light source, two LOC systems
can be used. Adding another FCOR at the output channels would allow
the readout with a single equipment as well.

Figure 7.10: Illustration of the parallel measurement setup.

GOX and HRP are immobilized on the walls of one MIR LOC and
LOX and HRP in the walls of the other. Immobilization of enzymes and
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HRP is done following the protocol reported by Ibarlucea et al. [IFSD+11].
As the sample downstream propagates, a reaction between glucose or lac-
tate (depending on the chip), the redox mediator (ABTS added to the
rat serum), and the immobilized enzymes occurs. GOX catalyzes the ox-
idation of D-glucose by oxygen to produce D- gluconolactone and H2O2,
while LOX catalyzes the oxidation of L-lactate by oxygen to produce
piruvate and H2O2. H2O2 is the substrate for HRP, which catalyzes the
reduction to H2O with the concomitant oxidation of ABTS redox me-
diator to ABTS+, that presents absorbance peaks at 420, 650, 740 and
835 nm. The chemical reactions during D-glucose and L-lactate detection
using HRP and ABTS are graphically detailed in Figure 7.11. Hence, al-
lowing parallel measurements of lactate and glucose, is an important step
forwards.

Figure 7.11: Schematic description of the chemical reactions for a) lactate
and b) glucose detection.

In order to perform the parallel measurement of glucose and lactate in
real rat serum sample previous calibration curves are required. Two sets of
samples, one with different glucose concentration and the other with dif-
ferent lactate concentration, both of them with PBS medium and constant
concentration of ABTS, are prepared. After that, the bio-functionalized
MIR LOCs are connected though optical fibres to channels 3 and 4 of the
FCOR. LOC connected to channel 3 measures the set of samples with dif-
ferent lactate concentrations while LOC connected to channel 4 measures
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glucose samples. Afterwards, absorption is measured with a single laser
source (λ = 405 nm). FCOR switches light output between channels 3
and 4. The readout is preformed by QE65Pro microspectrophotometer
with integration time of 0.5 s. The calibrating linear fits can be observed
in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Absorbance as function of glucose and lactate concentration
for calibrating purposes.

Linear regression equations for lactate and glucose are,

AL = CL · (21± 2) · 10−3 + (6± 1) · 10−2, withR2 = 0.93. (7.3)

AG = CG · (35± 2) · 10−3 + (4± 1) · 10−2, withR2 = 0.98. (7.4)

Equations 7.3 and 7.4 corresponds to lactate and glucose respectively
with limits of detection of LODL = 1.4 ± 0.1 µM and LODG = (8.6 ±
0.5) · 10−1

µM.
These calibrations are used to determine the concentration of glucose

and lactate of real rat serum sample. They also demonstrate that even
with the small coupling efficiencies previously reported, we are able to
detect concentrations of µM for both, glucose and lactate with integration
times of 0.5 s. As it can be seen in table 7.3, resolution of proposed glucose
and lactate parallel measurement is good enough for biological samples
and the results show a good agreement with previously reported results
and commercial available kit results.
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Table 7.3: Experimental results comparing commercial kits with the pro-
posed parallel setup.

commercial (mM) parallel (mM)
Glucose 6.7 6.8± 0.6
Lactate 6.7± 0.4 [VGdM08] 6± 3

Therefore, FCOR has enough sensitivity and switching frequency to
be used in (bio)chemical applications.
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In this last chapter a summary of the main results presented on this PhD
thesis, followed by the future work that can be done in order to improve
LOCs performance.

8.1 Conclusions

Microfluidic systems and specially LOCs are changing the landscape of
several, well established, disciplines such as, engineering, biology, chem-
istry, medicine and pharmacy among others. The ongoing changes will
have impact soon in everyday life, although, design and fabrication com-
plexity are preventing major acceptance of this new technology. Inte-
gration of several optofluidic elements in more advanced LOCs has been
achieved using developments of already existing soft-lithographic tech-
nologies. Integration of all these elements using a single, well established
and low cost technology is an important step towards minutarization of
detection elements in disposable LOC systems.

Along the thesis, several optics and fluidics elements have been suc-
cesfully integrated in fully functional optofluidic systems. Integration of
these elements using soft-lithography fabrication technique and PDMS
as constituent material ensures low-cost, disposable and flexible LOCs
systems. Developed elements are individually characterized and LOCs
are characterized and tested as (bio)chemical tools to overcome unsolved
issues of the present state of the art in LOC applications.

Design, optimization, fabrication and characterization of individual
optical elements have been outlined in Chapter 4. Optical elements have
been divided in two categories, passive and active elements. Passive ele-
ments are those which do not require an energy source to work. Firstly,
the most simple elements, i.e., collimation lenses and self-alignment struc-
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tures, necessary to create more complex structures. Such elements usually
were published previously, but our development and optimization of el-
ements as well as auxiliary structures, e.g., stoppers and self-alignment
channels, built using a single technology with no increase of fabrication
steps, provide a robust approach to create more complex structures.

Air mirrors and lenses have been combined to create beam splitters. It
is noteworthy that reported beam splitters are limited to 2D collimation
of the beam and hence, propagation losses increase dramatically as the
optical path increment. However, the optical characterization of the beam
splitters have showed high optical losses associated to beam division, 7.8±
1.2 dB. These losses do not proper differentiate between propagation or
beam division and then it is difficult to compare with previosuly reported
beam splitters. The major issue of the BS is the deviation of output
power between channels. This result suggests that some misalignment
in the fibre position, the lens collimation or the waveguide geometry has
occurred.

Using previously developed MIMIC variations a new passive optical
element, i.e., an absorbance based integrated filter, have been designed,
fabricated and characterized. PDMS doped with three different pigments
have been used to create filters with stopbands along the whole visible
spectrum.

Finally, an active element, an integrated emitter, has been redesigned
using TracePro simulation software. Simulation results suggest there are
dead volumes inside the emitter chamber. Then, size reduction and shape
change have been proposed.

Integration of many of the these optical plus some fluidic elements
have been explained in Chapter 5. Firstly, different connectors between
modules have been designed and tested considering three parameters,
peel off, fluidic tightness and optical repeatability. Using these parame-
ters the best connector, i.e., rectangle, has been chosen. The previously
redesigned integrated emitter has been manufactured and characterized.
Its behaviour matches with simulations results and suggest a further size
reduction is not only possible but also recommendable. All the mod-
ules have been fabricated from two PDMS replicas, the substrate and the
optofluidic, bonded together. Each module is elastic and can be assem-
bled with other modules in any substrate, modules connections are not
permanent and can be plug and unplug with no previous knowledge in
microfluidics or LOC. Hence, presented modular system have enough flex-
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ibility to create LOC on demand to researchers without the background
required to design and manufacture LOC systems from scratch. In order
to prove it several modules are tested together in a crystal violet concen-
tration determination. LOD of 1.53 ± 0.04 µM has been obtained. This
result is similar to that obtained with monolithic chips [LWB08], proving
its capabilities in sensing applications.

In Chapter 6 previously reported collimation lenses have been mono-
lithically integrated in an state of the art microfluidic systems, i.e., monodis-
perse microdroplets generator. Two different optical configurations have
been proposed in order to make possible fluorescence and absorbance mea-
surement of droplets. Both configurations have been tested and compared
to previous set up with equivalent results. Droplets have been detected
in both configurations with no need of bulky and expensive equipments,
i.e., inverted microscope, laser light source and PMT. In addition, pro-
posed configurations can detect unlabelled droplets, a feature that was
not possible with the previous set up, with the same precision and relia-
bility. However, due to our collimation lenses and readout equipment, the
droplet generation rate is limited to 50 µl/hwhich is ∼160 drops/s. Fi-
nally, screening of droplet inner medium has been experimentally proved
for first time in optofluidic system.

In Chapter 7, a compact and integrable FCOR has been build using
soft-lithographic techniques and made entirely of PDMS and air ensur-
ing low-cost and robustness. A recently developed microfluidic tool, i.e.,
phaseguides [VPM+11], has been exploited to create a fluidically con-
trolled optical router with a movable mirror without mobile parts. The
LOC is repetitive, as shows the standard deviation of the measurements,
and has a good durability (non appreciable degradation or performance
deterioration for weeks, in the whole visible spectrum). Furthermore,
FCOR has a switching frequency of 20± 2 Hz at flow rate of 175µL/min
and a small cross-talk (-12 ± 2 dB) between channels, with no movable
parts, providing a great robustness to the chip.

Finally, FCOR has been integrated in a previously reported LOC per-
forming parallel measurements of glucose and lactate with a single light
source. After setup calibration, the FCOR allows parallel measurement of
glucose and lactate showing good agreement with previous results. Vali-
dating then, the FCOR for parallel analysis.
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8.2 Future work

Despite the good behaviour of the presented systems several changes are
here proposed in order to improve the final optofluidic systems.

8.2.1 Modular system

The main problem in the modular system is the connectors reliability.
Even though four configurations have been tested the fluidic connections
have leaks in a no negligible number of cases. This is a major problem
for LOC applications and has to be addressed before further development
in optofluidic elements and applications. PDMS elasticity could be com-
bined with thermoplastics stiffness to generate a tighter fluidic connec-
tions. The idea is to bond PDMS optofluidic elements to a thermoplastic
substrate. In such design, the substrate is rigid and provides a strong con-
nection with no bending of the female/male connectors while the fluidic
PDMS channels allow certain flexibility in alignment and pressure require-
ments. In Figure 8.1 an schematic representation fo this configuration can
be seen. Using thermoplastic fabrication techniques is relatively easy to
generate tilted profiles to ensure vertical alignment. Such profiles and
elasticity of PDMS on top of the structure should increase both optical
repetitivity and fluidic tightness. Moreover, rigid substrates made using
mass production technologies,i.e., hot embossing or injection moulding,
could reduce production costs even more.

Figure 8.1: Cross section of the modular system with a thermoplastic
substrate and PDMS optofluidic parts.

In order to reduce optical losses and increase repetitivity, more robust
waveguides should also be implemented. Using the previously developed
MIMIC variation a good alternative could be thermoplastic waveguides,
embedded in the PDMS structures. It is important to chose thermo-
plastics with RI substantially higher than PDMS in order to ensure light
confinement. Another alternative could be the use of PDMS at different
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ratios of base elastomer and curing agent. This approach have the advan-
tatge that changing the ratio also change the refractive index [CQSW13]
of the final waveguide and do not require different materials.

8.2.2 Droplets

The presented designs for droplet detection with collimation lenses presents
two main drawbacks: Firstly, the optical beam width is between 520 and
700 µm depending on the used chip, allowing multiple droplets passing
simultaneously through the optical path and complicating droplet detec-
tion at certain flow threshold. Secondly, the distance between the optical
fiber and the microfluidic channel is 2000 µm for collimation lenses with-
out integrated filter and 2950 µm for lenses with integrated filter. These
distances increases intrinsic optical losses, specially vertical divergence,
and reduce chips’ sensitivity.

In order to increase droplet detection sensitivity deeper simulations
have been made using TracePro. These simulation determine the exact
behaviour of light in the structure. In Figure 8.2, a ray tracing simulation
can be observed. The simulated droplet size is 50 µm in diameter and
materials RI are: noil = 1.295, nH2O

= 1.333 and nPDMS = 1.42.

As can be seen a the microdroplet acts as a microlens with a focal
point at 260 µm. Since droplets are spherical, focalization occurs in all 3
dimensions instead of 2 dimensional optics of our cylindrical lenses. This
light behaviour has been observed for the first time and suggest a com-
plete new way to use droplets as an active optical element to improve chip
performance. Such lenses will change their focal distance depending on
the droplet characteristics,e.g., size and refractive index contrast. Pro-
viding a valuable tool droplet screening. Moreover, 3D focalization may
increase the amount of light reaching the detector, and then increasing
sensitivity and LOD.

Besides using droplet as active optical element, optical fibers with
smaller core and width and with lower NA are also recommendable to min-
imize beam width at the interaction point. Increasing then, the amount
of light interacting with the droplet.

In order to increase the interaction length a narrow zig-zag detec-
tion path could be implemented. This channel, should be significantly
narrower than droplet diameter to squeeze the droplet, which will be no
longer spherical. Then, light will propagate along these narrow and long
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Figure 8.2: Ray tracing simulation of T-conf usign TracePro software.
Droplet diameter is 50 µm and focal point is located at 360 µm.

droplets, increasing the interaction path. For instance, a channel width of
10 µm will produce an interaction length of ∼250 µm. Five times bigger
than spherical droplets.

8.2.3 FCOR

FCOR is a robust and versatile optofluidic element to be integrated in
more complex LOCs, as has been proved. Nevertheless, minor improve-
ments are here proposed. Once the working principle has been proved,
the first and second phaseguides should increase their incidence angle to
fulfil TIR conditions. This redesign of the FCOR should be used to obtain
the same path length in the optical channels. With equal path lengths,
similar coupling efficiencies in all the channels would be obtained.

Regarding FCOR switching frequency, it is limited by the inner vol-
umes, then a reduction of the chamber size will increase velocity. Fur-
thermore, a wider fluidic channel may also increase switching frequency.

PDMS elasticity is a drawback in FCOR with probable bending of
the phaseguides, generating another element that should be controlled.
Moving from PDMS to more rigid materials could solve this problem and
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also allow the use of mass production technologies. Moreover, integration
of FCOR in more complex LOCs also require the implementation of ro-
bust waveguides. As explained in the modular section they can be easily
integrated using the previously developed MIMIC technique.
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A | Glossary of acronyms

A, Absorbance.

ABTS, 2,2’azino-bis (3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid).

ARROW, anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide.

AWG, arrayed waveguide grating.

βiβiβi, angle formed between the surface normal and the i light beam direc-
tion.

BS, Beam splitter

CAD, Computer-aided design.

COC, Cyclic Olefin copolymer.

COP, Cyclic Olefin Polymer.

CV, Crystal violet.

DMSO, Dimethyl sulfoxide.

E, ultraviolet light dose.

ELISA, Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.

εεε, molar absorptivity.

EWOD, Electro wetting on dielectrics.

FCOR, Fluidically controlled optical router.

GOX, glucose oxidase.
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HDT, Heat distortion temperature.

HRP, horseradish peroxidase.

IC, Integrated Circuit.

IUPAC, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.

L2L2L2, Liquid-core liquid-cladding.

LIGA, Lithography, electroplating and moulding process.

LOC, Lab on a Chip.

LOD, limit of detection.

LOX, lactate oxidase.

µCP, microcontact printing.

µPAD, microfluidic paper-based analytical devices.

µTAS, micro Total Analysis System.

µTM, microtransfer moulding.

MEMS, Micro electro mechanical systems.

MIMIC, micromoulding in capillaries.

MIR, multiple internal reflection.

MMI, multimode interference.

ninini, refractive index of the medium i.

NA, Numerical aperture.

NIR, near infra red.

PC, Polycarbonate.

PCR, Polymerase chain reaction.

PDMS, Polydimethylsiloxane.
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PEB, Post exposure bake.

PEG, polyethylene glycol.

PEEK, Polyether ether ketone.

PFPE, perfluorinated polyethers.

Ph-LOC, Photonic lab on a chip.

PhTMO, Phenyltrimethoxysilane.

PI, Polyimide.

PMMA, Poly(methyl methacrylate).

POC, Point of care.

PP, Polypropylene.

PR, Phenol red.

PS, Polystyrene.

Q, flow rate.

QD, quantum dot.

QY, Quinoline yellow.

Re, Reynolds number.

RI, refractive index.

SAMIM, solvent-assisted micromoulding.

T, Transmittance.

TpTpTp, Transmittance at the passband.

TsTsTs, Transmittance at the stopband.

τdτdτd, Decomposition temperature.

τgτgτg, Glass transition temperature.
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TIR, Total internal reflection.

UV, Ultraviolet.

ωωω, spinning velocity.
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